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Many Worlds, One Field

The rapid technological development of humanity on Earth now taking place reflects an acceleration of
consciousness driven by cycles of the cosmos. Space-faring technological societies throughout the Galaxy
are closely observing our present advancement, just as we cross the threshold of being able to directly
observe other nearby worlds using high-atmosphere aerial telescopes for astronomical observation.

While there are innumerable worlds distributed throughout the vast reaches of the space-time continuum, all
is interconnected by the Unity Field. Each world applies an understanding of this Divine field in a unique
way. At this crucial junction in our expanding awareness, visiting ET humanoid species have made great
effort to contact humans on Earth when specific requirements are met, for the purpose of cosmic education.

A special UFO contact case of the informative kind began in 1967, while Stefan ‘Denaerde’ (alias) navigated
a sailing yacht with his family in the Bay of Oosterscheldt, Netherlands. Stefan was confronted with an
apparent accident involving a large, disc-shaped craft floating in the ocean waves, with a group of strange
figures wearing helmeted spacesuits standing on it. Stefan moved quickly to the aid of one of the figures,
helping him back onto his floating ship and beginning a prolonged contact that would last several hours:

[This technologically advanced humanoid species inhabits]… the planet Iarga, which is a little more than 10 light
years away from Earth. Although these beings have the same origin and identity as man and their physique is
comparable in many ways, there appear to be many great differences resulting from differing planetary conditions.

Their planet is larger [than the Earth due to its much thicker cloud layers], the gravity is nearly 3g, and the
atmosphere pressure is more than 7 bar with higher nitrogen and ammonia contents than our air. The average wind
speed is less than ours; but the denser atmosphere in combination with heavy rains and the higher terminal
velocities, sometimes cause storms that an unprotected human could not survive.

To withstand these conditions, they have a short, compact physique with well-developed muscles, especially the
legs; armored skulls, and deep-set eyes. Their darting movements are interposed with periods of rest, during which
they only move their heads. They walk stiffly, with short steps, as if they are walking on ice.1

Stephan’s detailed descriptions of the Iargans’ distinctive physiology and animal-like facial features inspired
an excellent watercolor portrait painting by Dutch artist Rudolf Daas, highlighting formidable musculature
required for life on their high-gravity homeworld. A series of concise explanations shared with Stefan by the
Iarga contact team provides compelling evidence for the reality of their existence, and their offer of wisdom:
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On the other side of the window, in a half circle as though at a conference table, sat eight strange humanoid
beings. Their faces and forms radiated as much primitive animal power as haughty intelligence superiority. I felt
again the uncertainty of yesterday, a reaction to their obvious superiority and self-assurance. I am convinced that
any intelligent man would have felt the same, and that this reaction is a part of our makeup.

The same feeling that I did not belong here, that even these steel walls could not protect me from the mental
impact made by this intelligent ‘pressure group’ from a much higher level of civilization and development, with
their fantastic knowledge, belonging to a strange, distant world.

Their unearthly, somewhat animal, faces, with a dynamic expressive ability, emphasized the difference in our
places of origin to such an extent that I am convinced it touches areas that to us are still [socially] taboo… It was
the hypnotic effect of their eyes, with their large, rectangular pupils) that made the deepest impression on me.

They were the thoughtful, peaceful eyes of deep philosophical thinkers that were studying me with quizzical
friendliness. Their heads were about the same size as ours, only slightly deeper toward the back; and in the
middle of the skull was a bony ridge that changed into a deep groove in the center of the forehead. It gave the
impression of a skull divided into two separate compartments.

Toward the back of their heads the ridge ended in a
semi-circular muscle formation that ran down the
neck and into the shoulders, making the side view of
the neck much heavier looking than ours. The same
is true of the whole construction of their bodies. They
were much more solidly built than we are. Their
arms and shoulders, although of much the same
proportions as ours, were much heavier and more
muscular and, combined with the claw-like hands,
gave an impression of strength that would have
come a close second to a bench vise. All this
combined with their broad chests and short stocky
legs made them look [totally immovable]…

Their muscle tissue also seemed to be different,
more like solid rubber, and their thin skin followed
the contours of their muscles more closely than ours.
The top of the head to the back of the neck was
covered with short, smooth hair that shone like the
coat of a smooth, furry animal. The color of this hair
was different with each of them; rust-brown, gold
and silver-gray showed either separately or mixed.
Their hairless skin had a pale, glasslike sheen to it.
Along the edges of the face the skin showed slightly
darker gray-brown than in the middle.

As they turned their heads, the skin seemed to reflect the light and shade of their surroundings. This changing
color effect was something that caught my attention many times. Their teeth were two seamless white strips,
above and below, that closed in a scissor-like fashion. Both their teeth and the yellow- white of their eyes reflected
the strange lighting in such away that their faces looked slightly artificial. Their movements were also strange.

They could sit or stand perfectly still for much longer periods and more often than we would even attempt, but
when in action, their movements were lightning fast and emphasized their tremendous strength. They were like
volcanoes. After a period of rest, they would erupt into a wave of energy and temperament…

They were wearing a kind of uniform in the form of dark-blue, silky overalls, with 3/4 sleeves and a deep V-neck.
Under this was a white shirt with a rather old fashioned high collar around the back of the neck. Around their
waists was a broad, gold-colored belt, decorated with what seemed to be atom formations, which ran along the
edge of the deep V in the neck as well, incorporating, however, still other motifs in its design.

They were originally amphibians, and really belong in the water. Their bodies are as streamlined as that of a seal,
and are covered with short smooth hair, like an otter. Their hands and feet are large and broad, and they have
webs between their fingers and toes. We could not possibly compete with them in a swimming race. They are
capable of killing a small whale-sort by ramming it like a torpedo, a group will then swim the catch back to shore.2
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Stefan’s dialog with the Iargan spacecraft crew spanned a great number of important topics concerning a
host of physics, engineering and astrobiology subjects that confirm the authenticity of the accounts beyond
any doubt. After Stefan accepted an invitation to learn of their homeworld onboard their floating spacecraft,
a group of 8 visitors presented viewscreens of scenic aerial imagery from their pink, ringed planet of Iarga:

Against the black, somewhat violet background, sewn with thousands of stars, a gigantic, pink-white ball hung in
stately beauty: the planet Iarga. The sight was very moving. I felt as though I was really present in space and a
strange emotion began to flow through me.

The cloud formation was, in contrast with that of Earth, unbroken, with small, swirling patterns that caught the
sunlight. The pink patches occurred where the sun was able to penetrate deeper into the clouds. Most remarkable
were two gigantic, flat, concentric rings which formed a halo around the planet. They were rather like the rings of
our Saturn, except that these consisted of a small inner ring and a much broader outer ring, both casting a sharp
band of shadow on the clouds.

There was also a large moon to be seen, with the same pockmarked surface as ours. Iarga, the home of these
astronauts, is a planet in another solar system, not much more than ten light years away from us. More details of
the location of the planet they would not tell me. The diameter and mass are much greater than the Earth's; the
gravitational force is greater and the atmosphere is much thicker. The speed of rotation is much slower than that
of Earth, so that the duration of day and night is longer, but the regular tilting of the rings around the planet
change certain days into nights and certain nights into days, due to the fact that the rings reflect the sunlight.

As a result, Iarga does not have the regular pattern of day and night that we know. Because of the thicker
atmosphere and higher air-pressure, which is of a different composition than ours, Iarga knows no bright sunlight,
and sees nothing of the moon or stars. A permanent layer of mist exists at the higher levels of the atmosphere,
which filters the sunlight. The color blue only appears in lighter tints and green is more pronounced there than
here, which may account for the fact that they seem to have a preference for blue in their artificial lighting.

They describe the Earth as the blue planet with the blinding light, and, in contrast, Iarga as the green planet with
the misty light… Temperature extremes are much less than here, but when you hear that the wind speed can
reach three times our maximum, and that rain and snowfall can be as much as ten times greater, and you
combine this with the fact that the terminal velocity is much higher, it becomes clear that it would be very unwise
for any of us to be caught in a rainstorm on Iarga!  After being informed that a fall from a height of 6 feet was fatal,
I began to understand a little more of the reason for the physical appearance of these Iargans.

The rubbery muscle formations, armored skulls and long arms were products of very different climatic conditions
than ours. There, earthquakes… occur with more intensity and frequency… The picture changed and showed the
view from a fast-moving spaceship that had just passed through the outer layer of mist around the planet.3

Initially, I saw only clouds: above me, the pink layer of mist that I had seen earlier; then a second, broken cloud
layer which was primarily responsible for the strange, diffused light on the planet. We passed through this layer at
a height of about twenty miles, and viewed from the underside it was a mixture of yellow-gray, brown and greenish
clouds that gave a very somber and threatening impression. Lastly came a cloud layer that in height, form and
color, closely resembled ours, and after passing through this, I had an unobstructed view of the surface. We flew
over a bright-green ocean with white wave crests.

Dramatic viewscreen imagery of Iarga was accompanied by an essential narration consisting of a flow of
keywords that allowed the quickly changing scenes to be rapidly comprehended in sequence. Stefan
observed recorded scenes of maglev train systems and large disc spacecraft in flight, and under construction
in giant manufacturing facilities. The Iargans described the exotic composition and specialized characteristics
of a resonant alloy called ‘solar steel’ used in the manufacturing of gigantic aerospace vehicles on Iarga:

"We wish to give you something as a token of our thanks… It is a block of inert metal that is many times stronger
than your best steel and only half as heavy. It has a superconductive structure that is so straight that current can
only flow through it when a positive pole is placed directly opposite a negative pole, in line with the structure of the
metal. If one of the electrodes is moved only one-thousandth of an inch, the current ceases to flow.

With this structure it is possible, with correctly placed electrodes, to form a spiral current pattern, the result being
that when a direct current is connected to two feed wires, a supermagnet is created with a negligible current
consumption. Also, the metal has a melting point much higher than anything known on Earth. We use this metal
for the outer skin of our spacecraft. That is the gift. We hope you will accept it."4
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The Iargans’ special gift of ‘solar steel’ included thorough physics explanations of the exotic composition
and resulting quantum properties of supermagnetism and extremely high melting point possessed by the
alloy. These features closely match beamship metal samples of Plejaren spacecraft given to Billy Meier:

Semjase provided Meier with Plejaren beamship metal alloy samples of a 7-stage metal conversion process from
lead into a copper-nickel-silver-gold alloy, also containing traces of every stable element in a smooth curve from
the heaviest elements through the lightest gases. Many aspects of this complex process were discussed during
the 45th contact on February 25, 1976.5

Iargan materials scientists have also developed a type of glass-plastic composite metamaterial with optimal
properties of elasticity and strength, enabling large-scale constructions with entirely transparent walls or
roof domes. HHO plasma generators power a high-efficiency rail transport system connecting immense
residential rings –domed buildings 300’ tall by 900’ wide with a communal central garden and park (below):

The ring-shaped housing complexes, looking much like huge glass silos, are about 900 feet in diameter by 300
feet high, and they accommodate about 10,000 Iargans each. The central core structure is built up complete as a
single unit and the apartments are installed on the outside which results in the glass-like finish. These circular
housing units are arranged in rectangular cities about 10 kilometers by 6 kilometers wide encompassing up to 36
such units. The resulting population density is as high as 6000 persons per square kilometer.6

Like all technically advanced societies throughout the cosmos, the Iargan civilization has developed a type
of magnetic generator formed by a rotating double drum system that produces free energy once in motion.
On Earth, this type of perpetual motion motor was secretly developed by Nikola Tesla in the 1920s, with the
engineering aid of Thomas Townsend Brown and psychic readings by trance medium Edgar Cayce.7

Resonant atmospheric conditions on Iarga are constantly maintained by a monumental psychoacoustic
tetrahedron mounted with ‘solar steel’ resonators (p. 534). The Iargans gave basic explanations concerning
gravitiy-control functions of the device, which operates much like the Orion Pyramid Complex on Earth:
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A painting by Rudolf Dass [see p. 538] depicts the analogous visual-mechanical carrier-field model, symbolizing
time and matter creation and synchronization in 12 Universes. This giant tetrahedral working construction is a
cross between a monument and a machine installed on a flattened mountaintop on Iarga, as shown to Stefan.

This place was perceived as a place of pilgrimage, a place of meditation and contemplation, and the machine was
a symbol of creation. The Iargans know no separation between science and religion, and religious and spiritual
theories are entirely scientific. The model was several hundred yards (meters) long. The machine seemed to
operate by some kind of perpetual motion, neither running on fuel or electrical power.

The first analog model is a mechanical instruction model explaining the cosmic carrier field by means of symbols.
This model was built on another life-supporting planet on a high mountain and was many meters high. It was the
gathering point for contemplation  of that intelligent race for devotion to its Creator. It symbolizes the high goal of
Creation, simultaneously  the sign that the cosmic isolation had been lifted. The other function of the carrier-field
will be discussed with the help of this mechanical instruction model.

The analog model consisted mainly of the 6 edges of a huge equilateral triangular pyramid built out of solid soft-
iron bars. The many meters thick edges of the pyramid contain an impressive number of iron bars parallel to the
direction of the edges and cast in a kind of plastic resin following a process similar to that of casting concrete. A
mainly iron frame was formed especially suitable for conduction of magnetic pulses of high power with low loss.

The carrying function of the cosmic time-field, which primarily maintains the timeless waves, is represented by the
model. Magnetic pulses in the edges of the pyramid run backwards and forwards like the timeless waves in reality.
With respect to the other edges of the pyramid, the magnetic pulses are phase-shifted… The solution can be found
in the rotating flywheel, as with the atom its rotation is continuous in time, it is in fact time propagation. Therefore
the iron frame of the pyramid is discontinued at two places in each of the six edges of the pyramid. At this
discontinuation point a linear magnetic impulse motor is installed, on the axis of which a large flywheel is mounted:

The flywheel symbolizes not only the propagation of time, but also the inertia of matter; and so the flywheel
represents the total mass of the Universe. This type of magnetic impulse motor is not self-starting, so at the inside
on the flywheel axis a starter-motor is mounted, fitted solely for the purpose of starting. One rotating the
synchronous motor maintains the exact number of revolutions at the same frequency of the magnetic alternation
field. Thus in each of pyramid's edges two synchronous motors are mounted making twelve flywheels in total.

The two flywheels per axis rotate in opposite directions to symbolize the time propagation in opposite time
directions. This type of linear impulse motor is chosen because it can be made to rotate in either direction.
In 1 triangular plane of the pyramid the 6 synchronous motors in the iron frame generate a rotating magnetic field,
seen from the center of the plane. Each edge of the pyramid has the right phase-shift with respect to the other
edges of the triangles [forming the monumental tetrahedron]…

These 4 synchronous (3-phase) generators are coupled together by a gearbox and are driven by the main electric
motor (not shown in the drawing). Consequently, the 4 3-phase generators fulfill the synchronization and constant
phase-shifts for the flywheels of the pyramid-edges. The 4 separate rotating fields together, initiate the complex
3-dimensional rotation of the carrier-field (or atom-field)…

This mechanical model has only one central generator in the middle of the pyramid, instead of the 4 rotating field
generators of the first model. All magnetic waves radiating from the pyramid edges go straight to the pyramid's
center… Some ingenuity is required to provide the drive-connection between the central motor and the spherical
rotor, which has to be started up in a complex rotation. The six diametrically opposed pole-shoes from the middle
of the pyramid's edges around the spherical rotor form in pairs, 3 axes of right angles…
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The machine is initiated by switching the13 drive-motors on. As the flywheels reach velocity the twelve starter-
motors are switched off and only the central motor drives the complete gigantic model. The essence is that all
flywheels have exactly the same number of revolutions. They are all either synchronous motors or generators…

The carrier-field is the esoteric medium, a transmutation of the Absolute Spirit or consciousness, it is the spiritual
force field of infinite strength which is present everywhere in the Universe… The foundation of the carrier-field is
the infinite force-field created by interference quenching of the original infinite vibration. The mode initiates this
force-field with the six bundles of soft-iron bars as the edges of the [tetrahedral] pyramid.8

Cogent explanations offered to Stefan by the Iargan contact team are somewhat limited by their reliance on
alternate terms for complete concepts that have only recently been defined by scientists on Earth. The
Iargan scientific term ‘carrier-field’ directly corresponds with the ancient Sanskrit conception of the Akashic
field, and now recognized by quantum physics as the Unify Field of standing wave infrasound resonance.

Furthermore, the Iargan ET visitors’ special term ‘timeless waves’ confirms this understanding, as a clever
denomination for what inventor Nikola Tesla described for the first time in 1899 at Colorado Springs as
terrestrial ‘stationary waves’ or ‘standing waves’.9 The Iargan term seems especially appropriate for its
emphasis by contradistinction of regenerative effects of resonant infrasound standing waves versus the
distinctly entropic effects of traveling acoustic waves. This fundamental dichotomy will only become more
obvious as the scientific knowledge on Earthly humanity rapidly progresses into the quantum domain.

The tetrahedral gravity-control monument of Iarga employs a series of 13 magnetic generators that are
virtually identical in design and function as the Tesla Gravity Motor, first completed in 1929 after several
years of secret technical development involving the use of mercury to reduce friction within the rotor shafts.
Of course, this major advancement was completely suppressed by American-Nazi espionage efforts that
induced the October 29, 1929 stock market crash as a means of tightening their global economic controls.

The horrific outcome of the 1941 Operation Rainbow involving the USS Eldridge (otherwise known as the
‘Philadelphia Experiment’) achieved HHO plasma cloaking of an entire ship by installing Tesla’s Gravity
Motor in series with 3 standard electrical generators. US government complicity in the theft of the Tesla
Gravity Motor by Nazi espionage agents (of the OSS, predecessor of the CIA) was revealed long ago.10

In 1936, a set of 3 Tesla gravity motors was installed on the underside of a Nazi antigravity disc prototype
(above) before mass production of an entire fleet of disc craft by Nazi engineers working at Mausenburg
covert underground base located in the Highjump Archipelago of Antarctica, accessible by submarine.11

 3 Tesla Gravity Motors

 Nazi antigravity disc - 1936
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Suppression of advanced technological and astronomical data continues today, with NASA having entirely
defunded all exoplanetary research concerning neighboring star systems in 2010 under Obama’s direction.
Overt censorship has one goal: to deny the existence of oceanic exoplanets inhabited by technologically
advanced, human-like societies who have already made contacts on Earth over the last several decades.

The Iargan contact team informed Stefan on the progress of Earth humanity, laying out the forthcoming
stages of conscious social evolution our civilization will experience in the coming centuries and millennia:

The human race lives in complete isolation from the other intelligent races for as long as the so-called
‘transformation phase’ continues. The plan of Creation demands that we, like all others, complete the
transformation phase in ignorance of our origin and our purpose. Through this, we create our individual identity
and, at the same time, have the opportunity to develop our god-like talents by exploiting our creative powers and
defining them, thereby earning our immortality.

The number of talent fractions is not infinite, so the time must come that the numbers of man are fulfilled. When
this happens, the transformation phase will be terminated by certain external encroachments that will subjugate the
will and sovereignty of the human race. The plan of Creation forbids interference in the development of an ignorant
race, thus the necessity for the planting of knowledge here on Earth… [which] appears to be comprehensive.

To begin, the complete scientifically verifiable story of Creation, from the creation of time, matter, and energy from
nothing; to the goal of the creation of the universe: the cosmic integration of all the intelligent races in one all-
encompassing consciousness that is beyond our understanding. In this we are given a glimpse of the wonderful
future that awaits us. Beside this, a great deal of information regarding ourselves, our origin, our development, the
present transformation process, spiritual development after death, our Creation mandate, and our future is given.

The first point is the most important, only when we understand the Creation process, and in particular the
development process of man, can we understand and accept the reason for the external interference that will take
place in the near future. Without this knowledge the interference would be useless and therefore undesirable.

Lastly, their information includes a general description of other intelligent races and their different evolution cycles,
which will enable us to approach a determination of our unique position in the midst of an incredible number of
intelligent races. The fundamental reason for this book is the abolition of Earth's isolation and the announcement of
the fulfilling of the numbers of man. Our first mandate was carried out in ignorance, the second will be carried out
in full consciousness.12

Profound cosmic perspectives shared by our neighbors from the planet Iarga relate the future course of
conscious development that will unfold for humanity on Earth, according to the Divine plan of Creation. Their
suggestion of a greater purpose behind ‘foreign interference’ by belligerent ET forces in our near future
echoes statements made during other UFO contacts –warnings that have gone almost entirely disregarded.
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Procyon binary star system

Iarga - inhabited exoplanet
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Detailed information imparted to Stefan concerning the planet of Iarga can now be verified by high-altitude
aerial astronomy platforms at just over 10 light years from Earth, located in the Procyon binary system. The
inhabited planet Iarga apparently orbits Procyon A; a large, yellow-white star brighter than our sun:

Procyon is the brightest star in the constellation of Canis Minor and usually the 8th brightest star in the night sky,
with a visual apparent visual magnitude of 0.34… [T]his system lies at a distance of just 11.46 light years (3.51
parsecs), and is therefore one of Earth's nearest stellar neighbors.

A binary star system, Procyon consists of a white-hued main sequence star of spectral type F5 IV–V,
designated component A, in orbit with a faint white dwarf companion of spectral type DQZ, named Procyon B.
The pair orbit each other with a period of 40.84 years and an eccentricity of 0.4.13

In 2008, its oscillations were measured and found to have "a plateau of excess power ... [that] is broader than
has been seen for other stars", and there is also "a slow variation in the radial velocity of Procyon ... [which] are
remarkably similar to those seen in the Sun, and we interpret them as being due to rotational modulation from
active regions on the stellar surface ... [with] a period of about 10 days" (Arentoft et al., 2008)...

According to one type of model calculations performed for the NASA Star and Exoplanet Database, the inner
edge of Procyon A's habitable zone is located relatively far from the star at around 1.981 AUs from the star,
while the outer edge lies even farther out at around 4.003 AUs.

The distance from Procyon A where an Earth-type planet would be "comfortable" with liquid water is centered
around 3.0 AUs (about the middle of the main asteriod belt in the Solar System between Mars and Jupiter),
where its orbit period would be 4.2 years long… Procyon A puts out more ultraviolet radiation than Sol.14

Astronomical data for Procyon A aligns perfectly with the Iarga UFO contact case reported by Stefan.
Detection of dust surrounding Procyon A is perfectly consistent with the description of Iarga as a thick-
atmosphere planet with a set of equatorial rings composed of volcanic ejecta from one of its moons. The
giant rings of Iarga presumably resemble those possessed by the planet Saturn in our own solar system,
while the canopy of Iarga presents a pink hue with darker mesospheric cloud layers being partly visible.

Procyon binary star system

Iarga - inhabited exoplanet
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Information shared with Stef Denaerde by the Iargans echo the wisdom teachings of benevolent ET visitors
from various worlds. A contemporaneous series of UFO contacts dramatically influenced the worldview of a
University of Mexico professor R.N. Hernandez (pseudonym), who was contacted in 1972 by a female ET
visitor named Elyense. These contacts continued for over a decade while the professor was living in the city
of Cuautla, in Morelos, Mexico, not far from the UFO contacts15 of Carlos Diaz in nearby Tepotzlán (below).16

As with the Iarga contacts in the Netherlands, the Mexican professor R.N. Hernandez was asked to write a
manuscript documenting his contacts for publication in various languages. After gaining the professor’s
confidence, Elyense explained she was an ET visitor from the planet Inxtria, located in the constellation of
Pisces adjacent to Andromeda, orbiting Tau Piscium (83 Piscium) at 169 light years distance (below).
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Tau Piscium is an orange-red subgiant star with an estimated radius 8.4 times larger than that of the Sun,
and a Galacto-Centric Distance of 24,224.15 light years or 7,427.00 parsecs.17 Despite the star’s great size,
its luminosity is less intense than our Sol, enabling the development of advanced humanoid life there.

Speaking with the professor near Cuautla, Elyense (‘Lya’) discussed the energy-storing vortices of pyramid
constructions composed of piezoelectric stones, applying universal methods for concentrating cosmic forces:

"Very well, the pyramids do not present to simple view –what they really are and why they were really constructed.
Those form an equilateral rhomboid. The rhombus divides the rhomboid in the middle at ground level and the other
half is underground.

Many things are connected to beings from other star groups. Do you know why? Because this may show that on
other planets also exists the knowledge of the accumulation of energy. The knowledge set down in one pyramidal
body will show you the track or the trajectory through which pass persons of other planets disseminating the
knowledge. The form of each one of them will come to show the advance of their knowledge and the line of the
lineage of your civilization. For this you see different pyramidal constructions the length of your planet."

"In our last meeting you spoke to me about terrestrial regions in which you still detect residues of the principle of
the vortex. What is that?"

"The force in the movement of the vortex can be compared to that of cyclones, hurricanes, tornados, etc., though
the origin is much more complicated than it seems in these atmospheric manifestations, which have only a slight
speed compared to the magnetic vortex. A vortex is born in a form similar to a drain tube and it is named for this
primitive form. The whirlpools in the sea show us that they are not only detected in the air but in the seas also.

Vortical forces manifest from the transducive flux of certain minerals in the Earth as well as in water. Many years
ago, civilizations that preceded the great holocaust controlled these forces irresponsibly through the concentration
of stores of this atmospheric energy. Imagine guarding in storage the force of some 10, 20 or 30 hurricanes. 

Man discovered that he could do great things with this, from provoking rain where precipitation was not frequent to
places where his enemies had stored things susceptible to loss as a consequence of a cyclone. Today also exist
forms of attracting rains. This is only a beginning. Well then, the force of this vortex would be sufficient to divide a
city in two or submerge a village of fishermen. This was never foreseen in your eagerness to accumulate more and
more energy. There are places where still can be found generators of this force that can destroy its surroundings.

All energy moves through a constant reabsorber and reunites. Energy also reproduces itself if it is not extracted
from its original field, but if the accumulation in an apparently secure place surpasses the level of containment, it
will struggle to get out. Oxygen and hydrogen are energy, but only two of the many types of energy that there are.
Many forms of energy in space are counterproductive to the atmosphere of your planet, and could produce an
explosion of incalculable reach. Every movement of wind helps to increase the friction of the waves. The blow of
wind is not material to that which accelerates its rotation. Each energy has it's own characteristics.
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Well then, the greater energy always will be in the vortex, in pyramidal form, and observe that the majority of the
more resistant constructions left to posterity by your ancestors has this form. Who would imagine storing energy in
a vortex inside of a pyramidal vortex. They discovered accidentally that only a storage container with that form
could retain, without serious consequences, the energy of the vortex.

"Then is the stereotype of the atom like energy?" Lya replied with the statement: "The atom is energy, you are
energy and all the animals of your world are energy... energy always will take the form of a vortex."

These simplified vortex physics concepts related by Elyense closely correspond to the nonlinear vortical
array of planetary infrasound resonance, formed by standing waves focused by the axis-symmetric, semi-
octahedral structures of the Orion Pyramids of Egypt’s Giza plateau. Quantum mapping of the Unified Field
based on the spherical mandala rendering of the quadratic function [ zn+1 = zn

2 ] confirms the global
alignments of all Paleo-Sanskrit megalithic pyramids and temple structures.

‘Lya’ never directly addressed the advanced psychoacoustic functions of the pyramids, facilitating telepathy
through global biorhythmic synchronization at all piezoelectric temple sites geopositioned in mandala
alignment. Huge quartz-glass bulbs were utilized within the pyramid chambers for HHO plasma healing by
application of UVA light at 360nm, by which extended lifespans of hundreds of years were achieved.18

The professor’s dialogs with the ET woman Elyense in the national parks of Morelos included lengthy
explanations on space travel and spaceship metals, as recorded in diary entries from November 1975:

"The Universe is an immense spiral." Lya told Professor
Hernandez. "The galaxies in some parts are superposed
one upon others. They form parallel levels. They are
controlled by agroupations, and even within the same
celestial groups, they repel each other due to their own
magnetic fields.

 
It is like a right to have their own space

and their own movement, the absolute right of individuality.
This also you see among humans. Enormous networks of
various energies surround all of the planets.

“Hyperspace is still a great secret to your community,
nevertheless, once you have dominated the hyperspace
you will understand the why of the velocity of our ships.

 
In

the next decade news will be disseminated about three of
the greatest nuclear accidents, space accidents and other
similar catastrophes. However, the accidents to space
ships were due especially to the lack of adequate systems
of propulsion to reach hyperspace. One of the most
important space accidents will take place in the middle of
the 1980s!

 
Your energy problems will delay you more than

fifteen years before you overcome your danger."

"How do you travel in space?”

“Well, we reach hyperspace employing our own magnetic field as well as utilizing energetic elements that have a
great similarity to the mineral gasses that surround the Universe, though many times we opted to make our travel
through enormous energetic networks that impel us toward hyperspace and which likewise, in questions of
energetic friction, helps to avoid being disintegrated in space.

 
We also employ energy such as hydrogen and

oxygen when we descend to your planet. We travel with our own magnetic field, which permits us to move in any
atmosphere like a small planet within its system.

“We are so enclosed to protect ourselves from characteristic viruses of worlds adjacent to our own. We avoid
space [nano]bacteria of characteristics your humanity is unaware of. Nevertheless, the low density of ozone in
some parts more than in others reduces the filtration of some germs, which slowly descend and fall on fertile
fields of your world. When we have reached hyperspace we travel by inertia through the normal networks with
that which feeds our ship. However, I can tell you that other civilizations which have come to your planet supply
themselves with electricity through powerful absorbers, which they then store in small receptacles. This is taken in
through long tubes and stored in millimetric boxes, other universes utilize gasses of various origins over all energy
that could be taken from your world.

Creation Spiral
Plejaren contacts
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“However, not all the races that live in this galaxy have come to dominate hyperspace. Reaching that level is not
easy. The most convenient is to utilize natural energy to avoid friction and pressure within and without the ships,
with which they accelerate. At times (if not properly controlled) the metabolism of living organisms which travel in
then is destroyed whether they are humans, animals or insects.

“The lower bacteria can resist high pressures. If natural energy is not employed we can provoke alterations in the
energetic lines of force, and these could provoke a much greater disaster in the interior of the ship. Very well, it is
important to know the better metal with which to construct a ship. This must be made with elements which can not
be repelled by this Universe. We use hydrogen and oxygen to construct our ships…. [and] we achieve this by
using [those gaseous elements] in solid form.”19

Elyense’s commentaries touched on Inxtrian hyperspace transit utilizing “the normal networks with that
which feeds our ship” –a veiled reference to the cosmic Unity Field of infrasound standing wave resonance.
Lya had made another subtle mention of the cosmic Aum during another conversation with Hernandez,
reflecting that: “If you listen… you would be delighted with the beautiful sound of your Universe itself.” 20

The partial description of gaseous elements incorporated into spacecraft metals provided by Elyense
matches information related to the UFO contactee Eduard ‘Billy’ Meier, founder of the Semjase Silver Star
Center in Hinterschmitrüdi, Switzerland. Billy’s ongoing contacts with the Plejaren civilization provides
corroborating evidence for many facts stated by Elyense in Mexico during the timeframe of the 1970’s.

Professor Hernandez learned of the UFO contact case of Billy Meier directly from Elyense during one of
their later conversations on the subject of other Earth human beings contacted by visitors from Inxtria.
Hernandez had no foreknowledge of Meier’s activities until he was informed by Elyense, who herself knew
of the Meier contact mission as a part of coordinated efforts initiated by the Plejaren and Inxtrian societies:

The fundamental description of the spiral form of the Universe exactly matches the Plejaren description
given to Meier in the 80s, and later visualized as the ‘Creation Spiral’ by artists from his group (opposite).
The full breadth of advanced scientific subjects covered by Elyense in her many discussions with Professor
Hernandez in Mexico reflect the same moral compass of concerns covered in the Meier contact notes. The
complex explanations given by Elyense concerning hyperspace travel included mention of beamship metal
samples given to Billy Meier by his Plejaren contacts in 1976, and false accusations of fraud that followed:

“Our appearance is similar to yours. The genetic scheme from which we are created has been similar to yours, with
the difference of a certain number of years. Your DNA degenerates and ceases to produce healthy cells, but there
is not much chemical difference between us except that we have strict control of our organs. Our DNA, instead of
deterring the advance of cells, propitiates them and works to continue the age.

 
I have already explained this to you

before because this occurred with your ancestors. I had the opportunity to know of a man in Switzerland. He
lacked one arm. He was having contact with persons from [the Plejares system located 80 light years beyond] the
Pleiades. I had access in a form that was mostly discrete.

“We, at a level of advanced interplanetary civilizations help each other and we share our knowledge and such on
the level of civilizations. We see with great pain that you do not participate among yourselves in this. Very well,
this man is called “Billy" and he has had many encounters.

 
The Pleiades [or ‘Plejaren’] civilization has delivered

samples to him. They have permitted him to photograph and film their ships.

“He has ridden in the ships with several (extraterrestrial) women. They gave him a sample of metal from which
their ships are made. It is a form of self-regenerating metal. It is like your cells, but of a chemical-mineral
configuration. Well, they permitted him to take samples and to film them. He has taken many photographs. You
know that you cannot film or take photographs of our ships if we do not want it. Those of the Pleiades [–the
Plejaren people–] permitted it."

"What happened then?"

"At first, nobody believed him. Nevertheless, when he offered to show the sample of mineral they had given him, it
charged the events. He was investigated. He was repeatedly questioned at great length. They accused him of
being, above all, the greatest fanatic to claim he had samples of his lies, very well informed people and some
scientists doubted this.

 
And likewise, as with him, they gave samples to a very important Russian, who died after

his interrogations, or perhaps from the emotional impact on him to know that he was being contacted by someone
of extraterrestrial origin.
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“You are not the only one to be advised about the dangers among yourselves. To him also they spoke about a
race that threatens your humanity, and which will be arriving around the end of the 1990s, if not sooner. You will
believe that they are a race like us... but no. They could be of a different [spiritual and/or physiological]
configuration. But they are very destructive and cruel. When they arrive they will know about your position, both
defensively and offensively, because they do not come in peace.

“Billy knows this and they, who come from the Pleiades, know that one Swiss man could be better heard in the
world, and thus it was... though he was not listened to as he should have been, I tell you Professor, that if any race
comes to your world it will come with all the powers it has accumulated over the time of millenniums, and you will
have no alternative but to accept their presence.

 
Billy knows this and not only him; there are more in the world...

but some have preferred to remain silent. Others are simply spectators on the threshold of such happenings. And
you perhaps can contribute one grain of sand, but finally –it will be that they will doubt you as they have Billy.” 21

Several decades of CIA subterfuge surrounding the Meier UFO contact case has confirmed the truth of
statements made by Elyense in 1975. Basic Plejaren metallurgy processes involving atomic transmutation
of metals have been verified and replicated by this author, applying phonon resonance formulae realized by
geologist Walter Lussage. The present advancements of phonon transfer alchemy offer simple methods for
manufacturing the novel superconductor aurichalcum (beta-Ti3Au), identified as an Atlantean metamaterial.

During one of their longer dialogues, Elyense offered a penetrating response to the professor’s question
concerning the purpose of life in the cosmos. She related that the Divine purpose of life throughout the
cosmos is to be found in the ascent of knowledge and the corresponding elevation of conscious awareness:

“Appropriately, no. We have ample knowledge about life. We can be pure energy or organic material. The
materialization is important for those of us interested in studying the conglomeration of planets and the proliferation
of human beings of diverse races. Those civilizations who obtain the knowledge of longevity, as you call the
natural prolongation of life, do not necessarily desire to be 'chosen' as you call it, though in any case we desire to
remain in the perspective of an eternity." 

"How old are you, Lya?"

"The day I tell you my age, you will not believe it. I am 900 of your years, and two cycles of arc of ours, old. Our
scientists have acquired the knowledge of longevity, and utilizing it rationally they succeed in augmenting the
possibility of integrating us to the Great Community from where has emerged great personages… 

"The life on my planet is more fascinating than you can imagine. Suppose that also on the Earth each one
preferred the habitat to which he is accustomed. I travel much, and dream continually of things that I see, know an
infinity of knowledge, and my life has scarcely begun."

“What purpose has life?" I asked.

“Life has the objective of overcoming the confusion when you are manifesting the antithesis of the energetico-
magnetic life, whether it be you or I. But not in a struggle to death, which, in fact, it is... what I want to say is, not in
a war as you are accustomed to on the Earth. The struggle is inside, to create virtues and to correct defects. I told
you before, that life in itself as a principle is an electromagnetic state of memory.

“Very well, when you are born in that memory you come as a concentrated collection of knowledge, which you will
later 'discover' by inertia. To create a balanced aspect in your life is your true struggle. You will have to raise one
grade of intelligence to a grade such that your memory will serve to prolong your survival. Because in your world
they survive... struggling against the feelings and the qualities. Thus is initiated the true battle, within oneself…

“No, [not positivism,] rather a calm emotional state, upon achieving this you will realize interesting phenomena in
yourself. One person who has acquired the true tranquility emits a different flow of energy to that which
continually is restless within himself. Some allow this species of monster that grows within than to dominate,
some succumb, some are destroyed, some overcome, some confront and triumph. That is already programmed in
your memory forever, then you will pass to a level above many.

“The energetic flow will accomplish changes in you and in this manner will convert you into a kind of jewel to
be redeemed. But when your tendencies are of leadership, authentic director of deeds, then you will be
redeemable. The communities of superior civilizations will appear to you redeeming you according to your
achievements. But look now, let us change the theme a little because I want to show you something”…22
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"Remember", she said, “that speaking of the different characters demonstrated by one living being, I told you of
other civilizations. You asked me if there were beings more aggressive than Earth humans inhabiting this Universe.
I mentioned that there was and spoke about those who have been coming on various occasions to your world…
[A]nd now, not only I, but my community as well are sure that these races are lying in wait and studying your
humanity, and they represent a real threat to you."

"In what form?"

"In that they scorn mercy to your empiricism and the rickety form of science that you possess. They have been
coming to your world with complete freedom and have captured living beings, children, ancients, men, women,
animals, fish, and they rob you of oxygen, hydrogen and even absorb electric fluid of the supplies flowing to your
great cities. Humans who, unfortunately, disappear and do not return anymore have been kidnapped by them.
Clearly, not all who are lost have been carried away by that race, but they have carried out innumerable captures.

They also take specimens in danger of extinction, to implant races or to extract their DNA and clone all of the
organism for later implantation or to create new creatures, and also with human beings they have achieved these
implants. They have placed in danger a number of times the peace of Earth... In earlier years, this race, classified
in our archives as Xhumz had been coming to your world where they studied the ionosphere, the stratosphere, the
atmosphere, the grades and densities of the gasses existing in the air; but above all they had placed in practice
discoveries that at times have been harmful to the planet, in an attempt to dominate the planet slowly and silently."

"Will they come to attack us?" I asked "Their gift to the Earth is not peacefulness. Over 6,000 years ago they came
to the Earth for the first time. Their elevated stature soon made it appear that they were above the terrestrials, but
their knowledge surprised them in such a manner that they submitted completely to those beings, in that time they
violated the women and took several thousands of human beings for their service.

Nevertheless they had not demonstrated a power superior to the terrestrials, speaking of those men of your actual
civilization, of the technical capacity that you now posses, they still had the material dematerializing ray and the
power of the control of gravity. They possessed flying ships that were a marvel to the beings of Earth.”

“All of the rulers listened to the words of these powerful beings who come from the sky. Profiting from this
advantage, they took slaves for themselves, being treated as Gods for that. Today they have become even more
superior and are powerful in notable ways. The Xhumz lack sentiments and experience no emotion at all. This is
because their scientific ancestors achieved, more than two thousand years ago, the eradication of fear in their
minds, for the purpose of which their world would live in optimum, individual circumstances.”

“The Xhumz nevertheless achieved the eradication of all sentiment. They deprived themselves of love, of
friendship, of benevolence, and finally of all sentiments that could obstruct their power. This was programmed for
the civilizations that would follow. In your world emotions of that type predominated. They observed how the
hypersensibility of the individual could be used to develop profound hate, and how the absence of love many times
induces not only the suicide of one person, but the annihilation a whole race.”
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“They, the Xhumz, eradicated definitely from their race the conscience and all respect for life. This being the case,
the Xhumz could be, comparatively speaking, the antithesis of your world. They came to Earth a long time ago,
and after arriving proceeded to analyze all types of life here. They knew perfectly well the vulnerable points of man
and discovered then that man had suffered genetic alterations.”

“After deliberations among themselves they determined that if the Earth human was on the other hand already
predestined to disappear at the mercy of his own tendencies, the more appropriate it would be to condition him to
serve them, for which they proceeded to appropriate him slowly at his own volition.”

“They succeeded, according to their own purposes, in making the Earth a pilot planet, or auxiliary, destined for
whatever emergency that might arise. They would implant laws in your planes itself that the inhabitants could not
discard. Those who resisted would be subjected to single annihilation. They conditioned the Earth human to a
mental level, slowly, without recourse to grave confrontations of violence, utilizing products, which, in combination
with the atmospheric gases, produced mental modifications in the race. They employed chemical elements in the
air, in the waters and in the earth itself. They cast derivatives of Smounr (a liquid that can be produced in three
states: gas, liquid and solid, according to our studies), in the oceans and seas, the rivers, lakes, clouds, etc.”

“This promoted degenerative regressions in human life. In your world there are still no scientists who could study
this kind of weapon. In this manner, depending of the grade of mental level presented by the human being, they
could, favored by the same violence that propitiates this finality, provoke confrontations between the continents.”

“The different countries that proceed at the head scientifically will find themselves suddenly before an unusual
violence inexplicably provoked there by they themselves, escalated to a level beyond which it could not he
returned. Then the Xhumz will attack. The humans of Earth will be too occupied in belligerent confrontations with
their neighbors to give much attention to the dangers that will overcome them in space. For when the human of
Earth detects any anomaly, it will already be too late."

’’Is my planet left no alternative?" I asked pensively.

"If the scientists of your world can unite and analyze point by point all that has been discovered in the laboratories,
and advance from there, not only sharing, but amplifying their knowledge –of others, other worlds, other galaxies;
not just the Xhumz, who are a little more than 100 light years from your planet, but some far beyond your own
Galaxy, will contemplate your world with respect.”

“This is the epoch in which they are aiming to come back to this Solar system. They possess weapons
unsuspected by your people, possess a technology superior to yours, are more than three thousand years in
advance scientifically; you have a world degraded, contaminated, and violent. Your beings, the humans of the
Earth are destructive, liberal, incredulous...”

“You do not have sufficient knowledge... not even the primordial, which would be the unity of the human race. For
example you know how to effect the separation of the atom, but you are scarcely in the beginning of your primary
phase of the capacity to unite them or provoke the antithesis, which would be the ‘implosion’. They, the Xhumz, do
not possess atomic arms. To annihilate the human beings they will then utilize inclusively, the hydrogen that every
body stores in its own nature.”

“They possess advanced technologies before which you would be devastated. It will require the alliance of your
whole planet to repel one attack of the proportion which can be expected. The Xhumz have been dominating your
world since the years from 1914, have been proposing that you yourselves annihilate each other, and perhaps
when your world is desolated they will come and colonize it. Thus they would increase even more the territory
which they dominate."

These disturbing educational commentaries provided by Elyense during her contacts with Hernandez in the
wilderness near Cuautla, Mexico have been corroborated by other reliable information sources. This dialog
from the Inxtria UFO contacts was later reinforced by the Siberian sage Anastasia,23 who visited an ‘invasion
center’ on the homeworld of an emotionless scientist named ‘Arkaan’, belonging to the same ‘Xhumz’ group.

Further information shared by Swiss contactee Eduard Meier from his Plejaren ET contacts identified this
same group of malevolent ET humanoids as the Bafath, who operated most recently on Earth under the
leadership of Kamagol II while occupying the lower levels of the Orion Pyramid Complex at Giza, Egypt.24

Nefarious plans ruthlessly undertaken by this aggressive ET group have been the subject of many warnings
given by high-level information sources that identify their tightening control over modern human society.
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Also in the year 1975, Elyense confronted Professor Hernandez with the surprising prediction that the
‘Xhumz’ or Bafath ETs will kill 2/3 of Earth inhabitants by orchestrating war between the nations of Earth:

Lya never tried to evade my doubts. She was always predisposed to answer my questions. However I noted that
she went to great effort to try to explain with the greatest clarity all that I asked. On this occasion I asked her
something that in those nights was confusing me.

"Lya, you have told me that there exist civilizations that are highly scientific, and who still have a profound respect
for life. You have said that many civilizations have implemented rules to protect the survival of other societies.
Then how is it that there exist races who intend to subject other societies?'”

"I see that you have been worried since I informed you that another race intended to subject you. But something
that you still do not know is that other worlds cannot overpower whole planets without the acquiescence or the
approval of those who they intend to subject. You have been conditioned for such subjection, and it seems to be
that you finally will accept them."

"How can you say that?" I asked without understanding.

"Listen carefully, professor, because this that I have to say to you perhaps is one of the most important of all our
meetings. I have told you before that you are threatened by the possible invasion of a civilization –and though you
do not believe this, they have been preparing you to accept the invasion through many intercessions. I told you on
one occasion that we are not among those designated to proceed to time rescue of worlds like yours. But just so
there is a civilization that is interested in subjecting your world, there is another that is interested in rescuing many
of you who desire it. It is such that in the ambient universe, free will is respected. Because of that I can tell this
that you are going to hear; perhaps you will not understand it now, but there will be someone who upon reading
this will understand –perhaps in fear– that one of the great signs is that they will bring an end to 2/3 of the
inhabitants of your planet.

 
They are highly intelligent, and have been slowly and carefully, sufficient that you will

accept the path of domination, the metamorphosis of a submission.

“Of course they must have an excuse before the community of advanced civilizations, and have argued that the
greatest hierarchies of your world cannot successfully govern it themselves,

 
that you are creating a technology

out of control, a technology without basic regulation. That the power of your armaments has been at the expense
of an indiscriminate waste of natural resources on the part of each one of the most powerful countries on Earth,
but the arsenals achieved thus over the time of many years is a latent threat of itself, not only for you, but also for
he who believes that the system may see itself in danger. Here I speak of the stellar system.

“Because the whole Universe is in harmony, your Sun, which to you is always burning ‘something’, does not burn
anything. It is a body adequate for offering energy for life. Well then, if perhaps a disaster should occur on Earth,
not only your solar system could be displaced with force toward different orbits, but your star system could find
itself shaken, and many of it's planets would lose energy with the movement that will alter their orbits. Since you
have not observed interstellar laws of mutual respect, and –as you are not integrated within a group of interstellar
scientists, they know you as beings of ephemeral existence

 
and a low level of development, limited mental

capacity, and even more, a high degree of aggressiveness.

“Real extremes do not exist among the great civilizations of this Universe. There exists neither good nor bad,
black nor white, hate nor love, each one the antithesis of the other, but all is harmony. I will have to tell you on
another occasion, about the first disaster that occurred on your world which modified to high degree your orbital
path, but that is one of the reasons for which they intend to nullify your world, before the great civilizations... that
and your elevated level of violence.

“For that, they intend your subjugation, a submission, perhaps in part to save your community, perhaps in part to
gain supremacy over your planet. Nevertheless, people of civilizations like Mu, Dales, Sian,

 
and others have been

coming to Earth to study the exact grade of bellicosity you represent, and if it is now a threat to the interstellar
community and their intentions, they have made plans to evacuate some of your humanity who desire to give an
opportunity to your world that sees itself impeded, before the terrestrial human tendencies. Their departure has
been considered at space level.

“The Earth human has achieved important scientific advances, but he has not come to modify his characteristics.
Enormous controversies have sprung up over your world, because many civilizations are interested in knowing
where they could take Earth humans. At the same time, the great civilizations can do nothing if it is not in favor of
you, or perhaps you accept this submission, and in all manner cannot repel an attack like this –which could
overcome (you)." 25
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Harsh truths related from high-level information sources such as the Inxtrian visitors cannot be so easily
dismissed, and serve to bring about a significant turning point for furthering development of the scientific,
spiritual and psychological maturity of humanity on Earth moving into cosmic awareness. Lya informed
Professor Hernandez of the great threat posed by an ancient technological remnant located below the
seafloor off the coast of Florida, as preserved in notes of Professor Hernandez from November, 1979:

"Six million years before your own time, the continents were found to form only one territory and the nations were
relatively close to one another. But then one night the sea swallowed an entire city which you call Atlantis. The
race who lived in the center of this great continent were drowned when the land split in two. They had come to be
highly knowledgeable, but their ambition to know ever more and more brought them to total ruin.

"There, in that large city, the great Atlantean scientists struggled to reach martial supremacy. They wanted to
control the galaxy, without having the mental capacity to achieve it. The intended result was to obtain absolute
dominion over your world and the whole system.

"Those, the Atlanteans, had come from the third planet of this solar system which then was Maldek (today known
as the asteroids). This third planet was a refuge for beings coming from SION, whose powerful sciences had
made them invincible. Nevertheless, those scientists were divided by frictions among themselves and some, also
scientists, emigrated to Earth. The Earth then occupied the fourth place in this (solar) system.

As colonists of the Earth they became undesirable and intolerable to the inhabitants, who had been established
there before, due to their perversity and the domination, they exercised through their sophisticated arms and
weapons, with which they subjugated the smaller nations. The Earth came to be an enormous receptor of beings
coming from other worlds, of which the diversity of creeds and customs, as well as the genetic differences was
great. The recently populated planet attracted many civilizations, due to the richness in minerals it contained. At
that time there was only one continent. Your planet was something like a great greenhouse observed with great
suspicion from the enormous planet Maldek.

"Once on the Earth those emigrant scientists, explored the origin of man, utilizing animals in danger of extinction,
causing terrible and monstrous mutations between human and animal genes. They captured animals of other
worlds for experimentation in fields not only of genetics, but of clones; and the monsters they produced in the
laboratory were released more than once in circuses of diversion confronting them with slaves and prisoners.
Their experiments encompassed great fields of study, even coming to include tests of human resistance to
poisonous gases, which provoked genetic mutations in the descendents of those humans, causing thus
themselves uncontrollable epidemics, which isolated entire nations.

"The Maldekians became very worried. But the terrestrials were not interested in applying restrictions imposed in
accordance with cosmic agreements, and they rebelled against the laws of Maldek, where the respect for life was
the first mandate to be considered.

"There were great astronomers, who knowing the exact movement of each one of the bodies in your solar system,
upon perfecting the anti-matter weapon, discovered a way to modify the orbits of each one of them.

"The stars radiate energy in sufficient quantity to power ships at a great distance. Nevertheless, despite what they
had achieved, the terrestrial Atlanteans were not satisfied with their accomplishments and wanted to reach
greater power on the planet Earth than that which had been achieved by the scientists of Maldek.

They had at their disposition many forms of acquiring dominion over science, but they did not know enough about
something that disturbed them: antimatter. Remember professor, that antimatter surrounds matter, that here is
more empty space in the galaxies than planets which it surrounds, after which then the nothing is much greater
than that which itself exists. Moreover, the dead are attracted enormously by it. It is frequently asked in the same
way that you ask today, where do the dead go?

"Over the years of profound study and experimentation, anxiously trying to control the power of the magnetic
vortex that produces life, they succeeded in discovering the anti magnetic origin of the same existence. They
suspected that a powerful energy produced life –but they ignored the significance that it was that which sustained
the Nothing in the galaxy.

"They wanted to dominate the psyche in the human being, and the biological energy that moves man as well as
the dynamics that sustained the movement of the planets, the suns, and the stars. They were ambitious to obtain
the immense power to dominate and subject the universe itself.
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"Then it was when they came to perfect a weapon authorized only to the great civilizations: a weapon that
converted living bodies into antimatter space. This weapon annihilated all, and absolutely all of a living being. You
know that matter dies, but the energetic essence (bio-energetic psyche) survives. It is a powerful mental energy
that retains a great quantity of vitality and whose memory persists through the centuries. This is the energy that
moves you and me and all others. The planets which possess life, possess memory.

"Well, those lesser Atlanteans, the terrestrians so to speak, of the time, upon creating this powerful weapon, were
able with it, to annihilate also the energy that moves us, the same that you call spirit.

"But let us return to Maldek: "Intergalactic law prohibited weapons such as this to civilizations or scientists such as
those, that demonstrated imprudence and insensible rebellion. The law of mutual respect was lost among the
diversity of races and creeds that began to multiply on your world. Since the Earth (and your solar system) is on
the edge of this galaxy, the terrestrials knew they were isolated from the greater civilizations that exist in the
center of the galaxy, and for such knew that they were secure from any inspection on the part of those
civilizations, at least for a certain time.

"That weapon possessed an antinuclear reactor and anti-energy and was as well, a molecular disintegrator,
magnetic destabilizer, force neutralizer and receptor of energy of any class. With it they could control life and
movement.

"The new weapon was called an anti-matter device and it gave them a power never possessed before. The
difference between the anti-matter weapon and the conventional arms of that time was abysmal (enormous). The
common arms they possessed, could exterminate matter, but not the organic energy. But the new and sensational
discovery –as it seemed to them– permitted them to destroy the psychic and spiritual energy of the human being.
This weapon could exterminate both entities: the material and the spiritual."

"Pardon, Lya. I do not understand what you say with 'both entities'”, I asked.

"Ah; you give the names spirit and matter to those psychic and organic components of the human being. They
both are entities. What you call spirit is indestructible by conventional death. Its energy continues even after
death. But this weapon absolutely exterminated all of the vibrational or psychic being, whether it was in motion or
not. And once it was activated toward an objective it would destroy it, searching out the sound, being guided by
the respiration of people in the area or by the expiration of the vegetation. It leveled entire cities and forests, being
the only absorber of all its energy and could disintegrate them.

"This weapon alarmed the rest of the Maldekians, who sought without result for ways to resist it. Its powerful force
exterminated all living cells, no matter how small they were. It could change or modify the course of any planet, no
matter how big it seemed, and could provoke catastrophes in solar systems -such as yours - causing collisions of
the orbiting worlds by creating an antimagnetic vortex current.

"The creation of this monstrous weapon worried the Maldekians so much that they felt responsible for whatever
might happen on the Earth. They were decided by such to come to your planet to finally try to dissuade those to
abandon the project and return to the times of peace. But it was already too late, the terrestrials having advanced
too much, knowing that this gave them ample power among great interplanetary scientists. The Maldekians
repeatedly confronted by the resistance of the terrestrials, decided by themselves to deactivate this weapon,
though they knew that they risked the stability of your world.

"Despite all, their intentions were in vain. The terrestrials decided to shield this weapon beneath an enormous
pyramid, which they guarded day and night. Upon seeing this, the Maldekians declared war, which lasted almost
one year. It was a belligerent confrontation as difficult as powerful, between identical force structures.
Nevertheless –the terrestrials had decided to use the weapon when the time came.

"Once more, in the midst of that conflict, the scientists of Maldek returned to negotiations to convince the
Atlanteans to desist in their decision, but they later responded with more frequent bellicose aggressions. They
would not abandon that symbol of their new power. The terrestrials were not prudent, nor characterized by respect
for cosmic law, always having violated those of their own civilization.

"Upon refusing to deliver or to deactivate this weapon, which nullified cellular life and threatened technology, all
bio-organic energy, and the peace of the solar system, they reinforced anew the fraternal struggle. In the fury of
battle the terrestrials lost terrain. Greater civilizations of other solar systems came to aid the Maldekians. It was
then when the terrestrials decided to activate that powerful weapon, focused to make the planet Maldek lose its
magnetic field –to the end that it would provoke collisions with its nearer planets (the nearest being Mars).
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"Upon losing its orbit the planet Maldek lost enormous amounts of energy. The scientists discovered that such
had been lost and one night decided to destroy the powerful force that encouraged the aggressiveness and the
power of the terrestrials. A powerful ray projected from the Maldekian laboratories fell upon that great city
(Atlantis) dividing the continent in two, and it was this that opened that great portion of the Earth, and that fatal
night the entire city was drawn completely beneath the ocean.

"Other lesser cities had been alerted that a great inundation was about to flood inhabited land, and some of those
constructed, with the help of the scientists of Maldek, enormous embarkations, in which they rescued those who
desired to flee such danger.

"Upon dividing in two, the enormous continent broke up and killed also many innocents, sinking slowly into the
sea that had surprised the great city, and displacing the divided territories one toward the east and the other
toward the west, losing the magnetic pole of the Earth. From then it is still errant.

"The Earth, your planet, changed its orbit and during much time, great inundation fell upon innocent nations
ignorant of that conflict.

"Today the continents continue moving causing the emergence from the waters of territories, that were
submerged on that night. Your world is in continual movement since then.

"The planet Maldek continued losing orbital energy for some time, until its inhabitants emigrated to other worlds
which gave them asylum. Finally that planet entered on collision courses with Mars and Jupiter, and even your
own Earth. Its enormous aerolites fell like a rain of stars on the adjacent planets. Some of that cosmic dust still is
found in the rings of Saturn, and others were reaccommodating themselves in the region that today you call
asteroids. That weapon remains within a great pyramid on the bed of the sea off the state of Florida between a
string of islets you call ‘Bimini’."

I looked at her incredulously. She knew that I was not very sure to admit and to digest that history. I felt
humiliated. Subtly, I asked: "Is it still in the ocean?"

"Yes, professor." She responded. "And the stellar community is worried now more than ever, because the sun's
rays now and then provoke the activation of its force, which, though weak, still can provoke magnetic changes on
your world and molecular disintegrations.

"This antimatter weapon still manifests its terrible effects in imprecise form, but with sufficient frequency for the
scientists of your world to be attentive to what occurred in that place. It makes the compasses, the
communications, and the marine navigation suffer alterations with considerable regularity. It STILL moves
energies in vortex when it detects living energy in its surroundings, once activated by solar force, and its anti-
molecular field is stimulated when it detects any kind of apparatus moved by reaction. In fact it moves with a
sound. It still is manipulable and highly dangerous and for you there is no way to get to it on pain of exposure to
its force as destructive as it is powerful."

"After so many years, is it still as deadly as you say?" I asked.

"Actually professor," she responded, "there are still many stellar civilizations striving to obtain it and, though not
obtaining permission from the greater civilizations, travel to your world, to study, to analyze, and to seek to extract
it, but neither they nor yourselves, but only greater civilizations who have sufficient knowledge and who totally
control anti-energy and antimatter, can deactivate it."

"Can you do it Lya?"

"Of course, professor. Remember that pertains to a scientific and exploration group, but it would be such as to
expose your planet to the emission of antimatter forces. We profoundly respect life, not only material, but
energetic as well. Our principles are based on care for the species and the nurturing of them."

"Could we some day control this adequately?"

"Under your present circumstances, no. The scientists of your world, with your science and your knowledge still
do not understand perfectly the control of the forces of hyperspace for navigation. For that you need enormous
forces of energy to control your ships. The exploration of space will cost you millions of hours still before you
understand the dangers of space. Because of that, you could not control it (sufficiently) to bring it to the surface
without your people suffering terrible genetic effects. Upon bringing it to the terrestrial surface, cities situated
hundreds of kilometers away could disappear in an instant - as has already happened in antiquity.
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"The extraterrestrial ships could do this, but the evacuation of energy would be fatal to many of you. Only a very
advanced civilization could do it. Otherwise the magnetic field of your world suffers notable modifications."

"Those other civilizations of which you speak, do you know their location?"

"Effectively professor. The anti-energy emission is detectable by our sensors. Many cosmic civilizations know its
location. You will know also, because very soon the scientists of your world will try to get to where it is, but few or
almost none know really what it is, and what it represents, much less detecting its origin. Many ships which pass
through this antimagnetic field, launched toward space, suffer alterations in their navigation program, for which
accidents sometimes happen. Such ships with their energy force stimulate the antimagnetic power by their passage."

"Lya, is it really possible that the American Scientists have already detected this?"

"Of course, I already said before that some scientists are worried by what occurs in that zone, but listen carefully,
professor, your destiny is being slowly changed. I did not say that you are elected, but if you are fortunate enough
to know this, you should not release this information due to what happens to a world without cosmic supremacy.
We believe that your world should know what exists there, and we also believe that your society must become
more peaceful before having the exact knowledge of this weapon, to be able to accept the idea of living in peace
and never use it against any civilization, but already there is not enough time. Beings of other minor races,
rebellious, imprudent, and ambitious, would take it at any price. They know that if they leave it there, some day it
could be used against them or against others.

“Today the terrestrial generations are moving toward more belligerent confrontations. On our world, as on many
others, the children are trained to the consciousness of the living being and intelligent as such, because they
know that some day they will inherit the planet, then later they try to develop optimum courses of quality and
higher intelligence. But the children of your planet live in violence day after day. All of your marvelous apparatus of
communication, show them wars between one and another country without them knowing exactly why they fight.
The continuity of these events predisposes them to aggressiveness. The parents exercise no control over this,
because they don't know how to do it. The best and the worst of these assurances are being given from the
bosom of the home... and those are the generations that will some day guide the destiny of your planet.

“The level of superhuman consciousness is unknown; the respect for life is discarded; love is conditionally
controlled, without knowing that this is the sentiment that must improve as the beginning of respect for people;
human values do not exist as such, and even continue showing the child a world without love, full of violence, of
hate, of rancor, of ambition and of ignorance. Your world is one of those produced by diverse ideologies tarnishing
this beautiful blue planet.

"Discordances of pride and power strive to show that peace is only obtained by war, subtle as well as perverse
circumstances in a decadent world. You still have a place in the galaxy. The civilizations that survive, acquire a
place by right. If a society or civilization does not survive as such, it has no right to possess this weapon, nor any
other. Because it has demonstrated arbitrarily in the control of others, it will have no right to knowledge of this.

"Too many wars, professor, have filled the fields of battle with blood. For what then would you possess such a
weapon as this? It would only serve you for the destruction of one another! The first universal law is knowledge...
after this one obtains possession.

“If you prefer to guard this that I have told you in secret, then do it; I am not obliging you to tell it, but it is important
that your world know... that they must reevaluate their own attitude toward their own planet. Your sciences,
professor, have destroyed vast lands in honor of nuclear experiment… You are destroying your own habitat... it is
giving birth to a new generation of aggressive irrationals. But you yourselves are the only ones capable of
changing this."

"No, Lya, I will not give this knowledge to the world. If sometime someone should die because of my trying to
withdraw this threat to humanity I would feel that to live would be sterile. The world, my world, is not prepared for
this power.

"'Toward the end of 1987, professor, you will encounter really alarming signs that beings of other worlds intend to
come to your planet from different spacial coordinates. That weapon, as bait, attracts extraterrestrials of diverse
races and of distinct level, which still has not encountered the method of developing one similar. If someone
decided to try to recover it, you would be exposed to its immense disintegrational field or could go mad if this field
is weakening. Many animals in migration avoid by instinct passing where this weapon is found, though I can tell
you that in one night entire flocks were literally "swallowed up" by the anti-energy without your being told.
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"Life in space is uncertain for the anti-energy that surrounds it. The worlds of superior intelligence survive. Hundreds
of clouds of antimatter swarm to the length of entire galaxies absorbing celestial bodies in their passage. This I have
already explained to you before. That civilization which does not know these dangers succumbs before them.

"For that, the knowledge of the great intergalactic scientists is important since only they know the great mysteries
enclosed in the Universe. My father is a great scientist. We know through him the most secure lines of intercosmic
navigation.

"Well, this force is concentrated in a small receptacle, fixed in some place between those islands that I mentioned.
There will come a time when you will work on molecular and anti-molecular disintegration, without utilizing the
atomic level. It will not be easy, but neither impossible since you possess the genetic level for the investigation to
develop it.

"You want the power of a planet, without having discovered still the secret of longevity to enjoy the gains that you
actually have, for so small is the ambition and much less the time that you live to see the fruits of this science you
contribute to, but continues to advance, even if those who control all these forces are children today, those to
whom you have brought aggression and violence.

"The time that it would take to deactivate this weapon by the scientists of the most advanced countries of your
world, would be unpredictable, as would also be the effects that it could cause, but someone or a group could begin
to under-take the idea of the deactivation, always with peaceful intent, on the contrary of which your world would be
converted into an arid planet, like many others in the Universe, if for some reason they moved with imprudence.

"Also I must tell you that some scientists of your world are experimenting with weapons of such sophistication that
it will not take long before they come to understand the nature of the antimatter which the ocean guards. I say to
you, professor, you who has studied high levels of nuclear energy for your world, and what in our levels still is
found in primary phase, understand that it represents a grave threat to your world, but also for ulterior civilizations."

"Lya, don't you think, that it would have been preferable that you not admit me to this?"

"I would not be loyal with you, professor, if I shut-up, without advising you of problems that confront your
civilization. This is the most terrible legacy that you have received from the past, which nevertheless you do not
know. Another legacy that you have received is genetic modification through which you have such a short lifetime.
Your duty, professor, is to plant the seed of knowledge. If you do this, perhaps it will bear fruit; perhaps no. That
depends on the terrain in which you sow it.

"The peace of the planet must take priority, until the men of Earth succeed in evolving to a scientific level,
respectful of the forms of life that surround them. I have shown you the tendency to decadence. Each time, during
one determined cycle, on your world, you reach a level of knowledge of cosmic level in your moral formation
within the decadence.”

"Lya, could you show me the exact place where this weapon can be found?”

"I will take you there, professor, ... and we both will observe that great pyramid from the bed of the ocean. You will
probably be surprised by its inoffensive appearance, but within that same is found the weapon, that is capable of
exterminating your whole world. You will observe also the ruins that it has made in its descent. The ocean jealously
guards its secret and the water in some manner attenuates its effects, though not all –and for that it remains being
highly dangerous to approach. The magnetic field of our ship repels all anti-energy force. Remember, professor,
when your auto would not start? Our negativizer of energy is powerful, but for us this weapon is important.

"You will go with me, professor, I premise you. This is the maximum proof offered by an inhabitant of Inxtria to a
man of Earth. Many will not believe you... That incredulous attitude of the people of your world permits us to
descend to your planet with total security, though we only make ourselves visible before those who desire to see
us. And I said to you, professor, that nobody is going to believe you, but a few scientists will see answers to their
questions in the lines that you write. They will believe, Professor, though not all."

The timeframe given by Hernandez is certainly inaccurate, yet the essential details of his discussions with
Elyense of Inxtria reflect high-level information from the Akashic Source shared many years later by psychic
medium Laura Knight-Jadzcyk. Relevant details concerning erratic transdimensional EM bursts within the
infamous ‘Bermuda Triangle’ were offered through the Cassiopaea superluminal communications, providing
new technical terminology to further define the same atomic weapon discussed in the Inxtrian contacts. The
Cs linked mysterious disappearances of ships and airplanes in the Bermuda Triangle to a sunken pyramid.
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While bathymetric studies deny the existence of a sunken pyramid near Bimini and Andros Island, Bahamas
the Cassioipaeans gave the location of an enormous pyramid off Florida’s east coast on November 19, 1994:

Q: (TL) Who made the monuments on Mars?  A: Atlanteans.
Q: (T) So, the Atlanteans had interplanetary ability?  A: Yes. With ease. Atlantean technology makes yours look

like the Neanderthal era... Energy transfer points for crystalline power/symbolism as in monuments or
statuary... Atlanteans were power hungry the way your society is money hungry.

Q: (T) Was the accumulation of this power what brought about their downfall?  A: Yes... Destroyed Atlantis...
Q: (T) Are the crystals still active?  A: Bermuda triangle…
Q: (L) And what does that crystal do?  Is it continuously active?  A: No. Erratic...
Q: (L) Where are the others located?  A: Off Japan; in Brazil; in Ural mountains of Russia; North and South Poles.
Q: (T) Are the ones on the Moon and Mars active also?  A: Yes.
Q: (V) Are they responsible for any of the earthquakes like the one in Japan?  A: Yes...
Q: (L) What were the physical dimensions of these crystals and were they cut or naturally grown?
A: Varied. Were synthetic [geopolymer stone constructions]...
Q: (L) How large was the largest from base to apex?  A: 5000 feet.
Q: (L) What was the average size?  A: 500 feet.
Q: (L) And was the one that was 5,000 feet tall, is that one still in existence?  A: Yes.
Q: (L) Where is that one located?  A: 380 miles due east of you? [ie. east of Jacksonville, Florida]
Q: (L) Some years ago a pilot reported seeing a pyramid near there in the water...
A: That is just the top sticking out of the ocean floor. It is 90 percent buried.

A notable seafloor feature approximately 275 miles east of Jacksonville, Florida, at 30° North latitude, may
represent just the top portion of the largest pyramid built on Earth, identified here as the Upama Pyramid.
Indications from the Cs suggest the pyramid extends from ~2,500-4,025m (8,200-13,200ft) below sea level.

Upama Pyramid Complex on the Blake Spur off the Florida coast (29.970°N, 76.125°W, above) is located
6,123 miles due west of the Great Pyramid of Egypt, representing 24.60% of Earth’s mean circumference
(123

/500). Exact latitudinal geopositioning confers enhanced reception of infrasound standing waves focused
into a nonlinear mandala resonance pattern defined by the quadratic function [ zn+1 = zn

2 ].
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Several accounts of discoveries of pyramids off the Florida coast constitute false reports –totally fabricated
to obfuscate the genuine pyramid discovery and UFO-related account of pilot Ed Wilson from June 7, 1948:

Ed Wilson of Orange County... observed an underwater pyramid... Piloting his own plane from Fort Lauderdale,
he was leisurely flying north, following the Gulf Stream. Not far from the Jupiter Inlet, Wilson saw something large
looming under the water. Circling the object, he observed a large pyramidal construction. Several yards away
there were three smaller structures. Wilson, who once campaigned to become mayor of Orlando, viewed the
constructions for several minutes. Unfortunately he didn't have a camera to record his find…

On June 7, 1948 Ed Wilson, while doing shallow bottom treasure hunting by air was smashed by an updraft that
lifted him about 1,000 feet, 45 miles northeast of Miami while flying at 250 feet above sea level. When he brought
his craft back to the normal position, he noticed a huge building (100-250 feet high) down in the "bright and
silvery" water. In his own words:

"I started to time myself of the leg out to get readings of the location when out of this blue clear day, another
strange incident occurred:  all my magnetics had gone to zero. Then a strange hue occurred all around me. At
about 600 feet above water in the air that bright crimson hue simply baffled me.

"The 240 HP Continental began to be the most crazily running engine I have ever had the experience to feel. It
became motionless no matter what I did with the throttle and pumps. It glided and floated smoothly for at least two
miles. Then the engine simply started itself. I could not dive because I was already on top of the water. Then I
realized that some force was pulling toward a westerly direction…

"After landing and getting inspection of Radio Communication and units, every last unit was blown, shorted out by
some high frequency electronic shock, or mysterious high voltage in the air." 26

Wilson’s 1948 report contains several astounding aspects that cannot be easily dismissed, and directly
implicate control of his airplane by a cloaked spacecraft using red-hued HHO plasma beams. Rotating
magnetic fields used to constrain HHO plasma within the wide shaft of an infrared beam were responsible
for disabling all magnetic instrumentation and shorting out the airplane’s electrical wiring system.

Indra Pyramid, off the coast of Jupiter Island, Florida (27.025°N, 79.987°W, above) is located 6,432 miles
from the Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt. This resonant distance interval represents 25.84% of
Earth’s mean circumference (323/1250), as well as exact placement at 27° North latitude for enhanced
reception of infrasound standing waves focused by the Orion Pyramid Complex.

Investigation of this prominent seafloor feature at a 135’-depth by submersibles will undoubtedly confirm the
presence of an Atlantean Pyramid complex cast in magnetic geopolymer ‘firestone’, directly linking the odd
flight experiences of Ed Wilson with a submerged UFO base hidden below this seafloor pyramid structure.
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UFO-related events made news headlines in north Florida years later, when the Betz family had discovered
a metal sphere in the burnt debris of a localized brush fire on Fort George Island in the spring of 1974:

Sometime in March, 1974... three members of the Betz family, parents Gerri and Antoine and their oldest son
Terry, were walking in the woods around their property on Jacksonville's Fort George Island when Terry found
something that would impact their lives for years: a strange metallic sphere, about the size of a bowling ball.
Thinking it odd enough to make a good souvenir, Terry, then a 21-year old pre-med student, took the ball home.

The Betzes didn't think much about the orb until one day when Terry started strumming his guitar near it.
According to Gerri, who became the family spokesman on sphere-related matters, something strange happened:
the ball started humming back. Soon it started displaying other unusual properties –it would roll around seemingly
on its own volition, changing directions and halting abruptly. It even vibrated and emitted a high-pitched sound
that would send dogs whining and covering their ears.

Shortly, the 'Betz sphere'... started attracting attention. Ron Kivett, the host of local radio show on paranormal
phenomena, was one of the first to inspect it. Kivett, who also has a place in local lore as one of the writers of the
locally produced cult monster movie Zaat, confirmed the Betz family's claims that the sphere moved and behaved
strangely. He, like many others after him, was convinced that the orb was of extraterrestrial origin, a device
created by some cosmic intelligence for an opaque purpose.

By mid-April the Betz sphere had also drawn the attention of the news… Jacksonville's local papers, the
Jacksonville Journal and the Florida Times-Union, began covering the sphere and interviewing Gerri about it...
"Within one or two weeks of it making headlines locally, it was a national story, and there were even international
publications that picked it up as well"... In the spring of 1974, reporters from around the world were asking, what is
this crazy thing down in Jacksonville, and where did it come from?

With curiosity at a fever pitch, even the US Navy wanted a look at the Betz sphere. A shrewd businesswoman,
Gerri wrote up a contract that gave the Navy two weeks to inspect the orb at Naval Station Mayport, and
committed them to returning it if it turned out not to be government property. In contemporary news reports, the
Navy spokesman stated that they'd found only that the ball was stainless steel, was not their property, and that
while they couldn't determine what it was for, it was certainly constructed on Earth.27

Despite ceasing all interviews concerning the unusual spherical device due to continual media harassment,
the Betz family is still in possession of the object decades after its discovery. These unusual, long-term
interactions with ET-manufactured probes represent yet another facet of subterranean UFO base activities.

Spherical 4D probe

Antoine Betz - April, 1974
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The brush fire that swept through Fort George Island in April,1974 may have been sparked by UFO activity
associated with magnetic geopolymer ‘firestone’ ruins that were razed long ago by catastrophic flooding.
Fort George Island, Florida (30.4112361°N, 81.4332274°W, below) is located 6,364 miles from the Great
Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt, representing 25.57% of Earth’s mean circumference (51/200).

The confluence of transdimensional events occurring in the oceanic region off the east coast of the
Southern United States continues to amaze eyewitnesses and remains an enigma that will not be fully
understood until humanity becomes aware of the great antiquity of human civilization on Earth.

Continual advancement of scientific knowledge is severely undermined by the orchestrated activities of
government and military institutions, driving genocidal regimes to obliterate indigenous wisdom traditions.
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Ancient contacts between extraterrestrial visitors and the Siksikawa (Blackfoot) people had most certainly
occurred on a regular basis over the last several thousand years, due to the covert presence of an occupied
underground UFO base located north of Boulder Mountain, Montana. Siksikawa tribal knowledge of the
origin and character of this advanced ET race was completely erased by the Native American holocaust.

Another informative UFO contact was reported near Boulder Mountain in May, 1940 by a Dutchman named
Udo Wartena, who waited dacades before revealing his unusual experience until after he had retired:

For more than two decades, Udo Wartena, a Dutch immigrant living in the Western United States, kept what had
happened to him one spring morning in May, 1940 a secret, not even telling his wife. Before dying in 1989 he
finally confided in two friends and then wrote the details of his experience down so it would not be lost.

Udo's incredible story remained completely unknown in UFO circles however, until the details were finally
released by Australian researcher Warren Aston. Before we review what took place in this deceptively simple
report we must remember that this is an unusually early case in the pre-1947 period, which has yielded only
small numbers of UFO sightings worldwide, and almost no cases where the occupants of UFOs were reported.

Let us remember that in 1940, World War II still raged in Europe, the first satellite was still 17 years in the future
and the sound barrier had not yet been broken. Udo Wartena’s experience not only took place in daytime, but
involved intimate and open alien contact with a reluctant witness. I have assembled the following from two
handwritten accounts and one typewritten account by Udo and from verbal recollections through interviews with
the handful of close friends and family members whom he confided in.

Udo's encounter took place mid-morning early in May, 1940 at his mining claim in the forest near the base of
Boulder Mountain, a short distance from Canyon Ferry Lake, near the small town of Townsend, southeast of
Helena in Montana. Udo, a 37-year-old miner of Dutch origin, was working in the area part-time for the Northwest
Mining Company.

During the previous month he had found a glacial deposit at the base of the mountain, which showed indications
of gold-bearing ore. He began working the site in his spare time and first cleared an old and neglected ditch,
which ran around the mountainside, using it to divert the water he would need in his mining from a nearby stream.

While moving some large boulders, he heard a humming or droning sound, which he first took to be aircraft, which
flew over the area occasionally from Great Falls base in the north. At first Udo took little notice of the sound, but
when the noise continued he thought that a vehicle had driven up so he climbed up onto higher ground.

Ceremonial dancer

Siksikawa (Blackfoot) Nation
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A large disc-shaped object, measuring about 35’ high and over 100’ across, was hovering a short distance away
just above the meadow where he had built his dam. Udo described it as like "two soup plates, one inverted over
the other" and resembling "stainless steel in color, though not as bright and shiny".

As he stood watching, thinking at first that it was an airship, a circular stairway with a solid bottom forming part
of the craft's hull was let down and a man who descended began walking towards him.

"As I was somewhat more than interested," Udo later wrote, "I went to meet him. He stopped when we were 10
or 12’ apart. He was a nice looking man, seemingly about my age. He wore a light gray pair of overalls, a
circular cap of the same material on his head and on his feet were slippers or moccasins".

The man came and shook his hand, apologizing that they had not known anyone was in the area, explaining
that it was not their custom to interrupt or allow themselves to be seen. "He asked me if it would be alright if
they took some water, and as I could not see why not, I said 'sure'. He then gave a signal and a hose or pipe
was let down. His English was like mine, but he spoke slowly, as if he were a linguist and had to pick his way."

The man asked Udo what he was doing and this was explained. Udo, asked if he would be interested in coming
aboard the ship, went willingly and without any sense of fear. As he got underneath the craft, Udo described the
humming as "not loud, though it seemed to go through you"; once inside the ship the noise was hardly
noticeable except what came up the stairwell.

We entered into a room about 12’ x 16’, with a close-fitting sliding door on the farther end, indirect lighting near
the ceiling and nice upholstered benches around the sides. There was an older man already in the room, plainly
dressed, but his hair was snow white. I then noticed that the younger man's hair was also white."

Udo described him as being "young and strong-looking" and having clear, almost translucent skin. Perhaps this
explains the curious fact that Udo seems to have asked their age, even before asking their origin; clearly there
was something about their appearance to prompt such an enquiry.

The men answered that one was "about 600 years old" as we measure time and the other was "over 900 years"
of age. They informed him that they knew over five hundred languages and were learning ours and improving
upon them all the time. When asked why they wanted to take water from the stream and not the lake, the
younger man replied that, "the water was good and was free of algae (as if they had retrieved the same before)
and it was convenient".

Many years later, Udo indicated to a family member that hydrogen extracted from the water was in fact the fuel
source for the craft. Udo then asked what caused the noise of the craft and was not only shown the mechanism
that powered the disc, but also given what appears to be a full and open discussion of the key principle involved,
in the following words: "As you noticed we are floating above the ground, and though the ground slopes the ship
is level. There are in the outside rim, 2 flywheels, one turning one way and the other in the opposite direction'.

"He explained [that] this gives the ship its own gravitation or rather overcomes the gravitational pull of the Earth
and other planets, the sun and stars; and through the pull of the stars and planets...to ride on like you do when
you sail on ice. Elsewhere, Udo described the 'flywheels' or rings as being about 3 feet wide and several inches
thick, separated by rods turned by motors and next to batteries or transformer-like units all around the inside
perimeter of the circular ship…
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Udo was told that the two revolving rings or wheels developed an electromagnetic force, a term he did not
understand at the time and inferred from what he learned that the ability to develop a cheaper and more practical
energy source was of the utmost importance to mankind.

He was also told that the craft was able to focus on a distant star and use its energy to draw itself through space
at speeds faster than light, quote: “skipping upon the light waves”… Udo then wrote: "I then asked them where
they got the energy to run such a large ship? They said from the sun and other stars and would store this in
batteries, though this was for emergency use only. They carried another source but did not explain this to me..."

[When] asked where they came from, he was told they lived on a distant planet and gave its name –unfortunately
not recorded by Udo– and pointed in its direction. Udo asked what their objective was for coming to Earth?

"Well." he said, "as you have noticed, we look pretty much as you do, so we mingle with your people, gather
information, leave instructions or give help where needed." Explaining that they were monitoring the progression
and retrogression of our societies, the man claimed that they lived among us from time to time, a clear statement
indicating long-term covert alien surveillance prior to 1940. Udo wrote that he did not understand what was
meant by them "giving help where needed" but he did not feel it proper to ask about it further.

When Udo asked if they knew of Jesus Christ and about religion, he was told that they would "like to speak of
these things but are unable. We cannot interfere in any way." The area of religion and belief systems was to be
the only question the aliens refused to discuss. During his time on board, Udo was invited to be examined for
impurities in his system by an "X-ray like machine" which passed over him. Little was recorded about this
examination however and Udo seems to have attached scant importance to it.

While talking with the two men, a light had come on which Udo believed indicated that the water had been taken
care of. He mentioned that he felt it was time for him to leave. The alien's response was to ask if he was
interested in going with them, to which Udo responded: "I said that I thought it would be interesting, but felt it
would inconvenience too many people. Later, I wondered why I said that".

Some time later, Udo recalled an incident about two years previously where a young man had vanished nearby
without a trace, despite days of searching by a sheriff's team. He wondered if the young man had met the same
craft and gone with them.

As he started to leave the ship, they suggested to Udo that he "...'tell no-one, as no one would believe me at the
time', but in years to come I could tell about this experience. When I walked away from the ship they raised the
stairway, and when I got a couple of hundred feet away from the ship I turned around.

"A number [of] more portholes had opened up and though I could not see anyone, I felt sure they could see me,
anyway I waved at them. The ship then rose straight up until it cleared the trees, then while circling slightly, it
practically rose straight up and in a very short while was completely out of sight. As I didn't have a watch, I did
not know for sure how long I had been with them, but according to the sun it was around noon, or somewhat
around two hours."

Udo later related how some type of "energy" had permeated the area and that he lost his strength for several
hours and was unable to walk. When his strength finally returned he went over to where the huge craft had
hovered, finding only crushed grass where the stairway had rested. Later, still feeling overwhelmed by his
unexpected experience, he walked back to his base camp.

The 1940 ET contact experience of Udo Wartena precedes the great majority of known cases of its kind,
yet offers highly detailed physics information concerning antigravitic propulsion systems and spacetravel
methods that were far beyond his comprehension at that time.

Although Wartena was unable to recall the name or general astronomical location of the UFO visitors’
homeworld, their positive spiritual orientation suggests that this important information will eventually
become known after further contacts with the same ET race are reestablished. Efforts made by these ET
visitors to educate the human beings of Earth will undoubtedly be taken up once again in the near future.

A careful survey of the mountainous area immediately north of the location of the Wartena encounter
reveals the hidden presence of many ancient temple structures built into the natural bedrock formations.
Networks of large underground chambers are apparently being used by this unknown ET group as a covert
base of operations, utilizing an ancient Atlantean temple city with large spacecraft hangars for their fleet.
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The triangular façades of immense mountain pyramids can be seen over a large area of the sandstone
landscape, connected by smoothly curving ridgeline walkways that stand out as entirely unnatural in origin.
Geopolymer sandstone pavements possessing orange metakaolin cement coatings confirm the extensive
use of artificial stonework for construction of an ancient Atlantean city complex with underground chambers.

Siksikawa Pyramid Complex north of Boulder Mountain, Montana (46.6191673°N, 111.3966094°W, above)
is located 6,665 miles from the Great Pyramid, representing 26.78% of Earth’s mean circumference (67/250).
Piezoelectric transduction of natural sandstone bedrock was enhanced by the addition of fine ferromagnetic
(Fe, Ni) and paramagnetic particles (Ti, TiO2), forming a synthetic semiconductor. Once known as Atlantean
‘firestone’, this metamaterial is easily identified by standard spectroscopy and microscopy methods.28
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The same advanced geopolymer stone types can be found at another related Atlantean temple city with an
underground presence that is far more dangerous in character. Situated just 8 miles east of the Dugway
Proving Grounds aerospace testing facility is Stookey Peak, the highest point in Utah’s Onaqui Range.

The Dugway aerospace testing facility was established by the US Army in 1942, for the publicly-stated
purpose of biological and chemical weapons testing. The last few decades have witnessed a great
expansion in the scope of covert military research activities taking place at the facility, which reportedly
includes the archeological investigation of ancient mines and tunnel systems located deep underground.

When considered in the broader context of the Baal predators’ covert occupation of Atlantean temple city
complexes worldwide, these reports raise many disturbing questions. Has the US military actually been
undertaking observation of continual UFO traffic associated with plasma beam ET abductions and a
subterranean base within a large subterranean complex hidden beneath the Onaqui Mountains of Utah?

Onaki Pyramid Complex, Utah (40.2474556°N, 112.5391344°W, above) is located 7,070 miles from the
Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt; comprising 28.4% of Earth’s mean circumference (71/250).

The naming of ‘Hellhole Spring’, located on the southeast portion of the Onaki Pyramid Complex, stands as
a significant indicator of predatory activities by the Baal clearly disturbed pioneers in this immediate area.
The ancient Paleo-Sanskrit placename ‘Onaqui’ can be translated as three distinct hieroglyphs, altogether
reading:  on a ki , meaning “Assent, ah, (of the) energy” referencing planetary infrasound resonance.

Giant ring lasers have been witnessed and photographed by local residents above the Dugway Proving
Grounds in Utah, just as reported by residents living near the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in
California. The only realistic conclusion that can be drawn from this repeating pattern of covert activity is
that a compartmentalized faction of the US military is conducting a secret war against the underground
facilities of the Baal ET consortium –actively targeting aerospace vehicles operated by the Baal for the
specific purpose of recovering the downed spacecraft for retro-engineering of resonant metamaterials.
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The 1952 establishment of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory was undertaken with the covert primary
purpose of national airspace defense monitoring of an underground base associated with UFO beam
abductions. Eyewitness reports by area residents confirm the night-time occurrence of giant ring lasers firing
skyward from the facility, presumably involving the direct targeting of UFO craft as they transfer to and from
a major subterranean complex equipped with large spacecraft hangars for housing entire fleets of ships.

Among the many reported UFO sightings made by residents of Livermore Valley, California is a fascinating
encounter with various humanoid types that were directly observed through the windows by two women:

June 27, 2014 - 2 female eyewitnesses reported multiple UFOs flying or hovering over Livermore Valley in
formations during the course of a several days and nights. On the first evening, after witness A went into the house
to go to sleep, witness B reported the UFOs immediately reacted by closing in on her location –as if ‘dive-bombing’
to illicit fear– before disappearing.

The following day, witness A was observing several low-hanging clouds in the sky. A row of four illuminated panels
slowly became visible within one of these strange, low clouds, showing the full-figure silhouettes of four humanoid
figures apparently observing them from above.

Two of the figures looked more-or-less human to the witness, but the other two figures were astonishingly different
in appearance. One of the two strange beings was a tall, hairy humanoid the witness described as resembling
“Chewbacca from Star Wars”, while an entity enveloped in glowing plasma could be seen floating above the
ground in the fourth illuminated panel.

Upon seeing this strange hovering craft cloaked in cloud, witness A alerted witness B to the strange gallery of
beings watching them. The sighting concluded without any attempts at communication with the unusual crew
observing the two women. Further sightings of the flying objects continued for 2 more days without any conscious
contact having been made with the entities.

While the two eyewitnesses do not recall any UFO beam abduction event having taken place at that time, before
or since those events in late June of 2014, subconscious memories of events may be retrieved using hypnotic
regression techniques to restore any blocked memories pertaining to the series of UFO sightings that occurred.29

Muwekma Pyramid Complex near Livermore, California (37.7370528°N, 121.8200032°W, opposite) is
located 7,457 miles from the Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt, corresponding to 29.96% of Earth’s
mean circumference (3/10). This resonant geoposition offers enhanced reception of infrasound standing
waves focused into a spherical, nonlinear mandala by the Orion Pyramid Complex. The area immediately
south of Livermore Valley has also been identified as an Atlantean temple complex of gnome humanoids.
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Off the California coast at Santa Catalina Island, excavations by Ralph Glidden in the 1920s identified the
giant skeletal remains of 3,000+ individuals,30 where a UFO was recorded from a Navy helicopter in 1966:

On assignment to photograph Catalina Island for the US Navy, Mr. Leland Hanson of the Coast Guard, was in a
helicopter when he filmed this object, which at first hovered, then sped across the length of the island. According
to independent photographic experts, the disc's calculated velocity was between 130 to 170mph...31

Pimuu Pyramid Complex, overlooking McGee Lake on Santa Catalina Island, California (33.351229°N,
118.4441625°W, above) is located 7,645 miles from the Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt. This
resonant distance interval corresponds to 30.71% of Earth’s mean circumference (153/500).

Giant soapstone bowl

Santa Catalina Isl, CA
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Covert subterranean activities of quantum predators of the Baal ET consortium were also encountered by
US government contractors working at a facility related to prior mining operations at Mercury Base, Nevada:

Mercury, Nevada - An electrician at the Mercury base camp on the Nevada Test Site claimed to have seen "aliens"
in "stainless steel caverns" about 3,000 feet below the surface of the Mercury Site. The "Mercury Workers"
contracted through Reynolds Electric [a division of EG&G], and several of them told terrifying stories of harassment
and death threats from base personnel in an effort to keep them from talking. Also Las Vegan Stayce Borland and
her brother were killed by ‘burglars’ during a time when they were trying to help some of the Mercury Workers who
had been apprehended and were being held captive underground.

Many insisted that Borland's murder was part of a conspiracy, similar to the 5 people killed in a "helicopter crash"
some years ago who, according to former Wackenhut employee Michael Riconosciuto, were trying to escape with
documentation of genetic research atrocities, alien interaction, and antigravity craft technology in the underground
facilities there. This conspiracy of concealment is reportedly being run by the aliens themselves to maintain control
of those military-industrial-intelligence agencies, which have been infiltrated and assimilated through advanced
mind control technology.32

While these claims have been largely dismissed as wild fantasy by those without any familiarity with the
subject, yet detailed descriptions of findings deep below the site exactly conform to the advanced technical
means of the Baal forces. Lining of tunnels with highly reflective resonant metal alloys (containing all stable
elements on the Periodic Table) was also reported in Atlantean tunnel systems near Tsarichina, Bulgaria.

Mercury Base, Nevada (36.659°N, 116.0098°W) is located 7,378 miles from the Great Pyramid of present-
day Giza, Egypt; comprising 29.64% of Earth’s mean circumference (37/125). Alignment along this resonant
distance interval conforms to the global Atlantean network of pyramids and megalithic temple complexes.

A nearby UFO crash on May 18, 2008 in Needles, California was recovered by the US military, and a
glowing turquoise disc was airlifted out by black helicopters –according to local eyewitness accounts .33

Kavi Pyramid Complex west of Needles, California (34.8400716°N, 114.7220233°W, above) is located
7,451 miles from the Great Pyramid of Giza, Egypt, comprising 29.93% of Earth’s mean circumference (3/10).
This virtually unrecognizable Paleo-Sanskrit pyramid complex has been almost entirely razed; what remains
presents very few visible traces of this underground temple city complex occupied by the Baal.
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Giant predators of the Baal are often encountered near underground bases. On of August 7, 1999, a crew
of 20 firefighters engaging the Battle Mountain Complex fire observed and applied emergency medical care
for a 7’6”-tall sasquatch burn victim that seemed to be crawling weakly toward the firefighters.

The large male sasquatch hybrid individual was described as having brown hair with 40% burns over his
body, a heavy jaw, large lips, yellow teeth and brown eyes. The giant was also described as having large
hands and feet, a strong ‘equine’-type odor, and possessing human-like, uncircumcised genitalia.

The fire crew medics were able to tend to his burns without any resistance from the sasquatch, treating the
giant with intravenous fluids and morphine for the pain for a total of three hours, before the giant hybrid was
taken away inconspicuously by van to an unknown location. No further information was released, yet a
careful review of the topography of that area confirms the presence of an ancient underground complex.

Aeoma Pyramid Complex near Battle Mountain, Nevada (40.5972115°N, 117.0746064°W, above) is located
7,167 miles from the Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt. This resonant distance represents 28.79%
of Earth’s mean circumference (36/125) conferring efficient reception of focused infrasound resonance.
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Surprising encounters with giant predatory humanoids by wilderness firefighters are far more common
than one might suppose. The hidden presence of hairy giants was revealed by a recent Sasquatch
encounter near Skykomish, Washington, that took place above the Beckler River at Evergreen Mountain.

Fires sparked by lightning strikes on July 22, 1993 were responded to by the US Forest Service Wildland
Firefighting Crew in the Skykomish Ranger District. On July 23, firefighters departing the area happened
upon a cave entrance leading into a large cavern filled with the strong stench of a sasquatch group. The
firefighters were driven off by one of the giants, who lobbed stone boulders at the human trespassers.34

Skai Pyramid Complex at Evergreen Mountain near Skykomish, Washington (47.837454°N, 121.2679°W,
above) is located 6,809 miles from the Great Pyramid of Giza, Egypt. This resonant distance interval
represents 27.35% of Earth’s mean circumference (137/500). The 2012 fire on the north slope of Evergreen
Mountain was sparked through piezoeletric transduction of infrasound by Atlantean ‘firestone’ geopolymers.

This is the same resonant distance alignment presented by the geoposition of the Zu Pyramid Complex in
southeastern Washington State, which represents a much larger Atlantean temple city complex built during
a global construction boom and expansion period that followed the Great Deluge catastrophe of ~30,030 bp.
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An undersea UFO base, submerged just 50’ (15m) below the surface of Long Island Sound35 near Stamford,
Connecticut (41.000°N, 73.513735°W, above), is located 5,584 miles from the Great Pyramid of present-day
Giza, Egypt, comprising 22.43% of Earth’s mean circumference (9/40). Alignment at this resonant distance, in
addition to placement on the 41° North latitude, confer optimal reception of infrasound resonance at the site.

This underwater base is associated with a November 1992 UFO crash across the sound in New York State,
at the South Haven County Park, Long Island. This crash event occurred in the close vicinity of Brookhaven
National Laboratory, which operates a charged particle accelerator and an experimental nuclear facility.

UFO armada submerges

Shippan Point, Connecticut
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The exact latitudinal alignments of related Atlantean pyramid complexes in New York and neighboring
Vermont have only recently been identified –completely buried by ~13,000 years of thick forest overgrowth.

Oneida Pyramid Complex at Balsam Mountain, New York (42.086143°N, 74.4855727°W, above) is located
5,587 miles from the Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt, representing 22.45% of Earth’s mean
circumference (9/40). Exact geopositioning at 42° North latitude confers excellent reception of infrasound
standing wave resonance focused by the world’s network of pyramids and megalithic temples.

Another sacred Atlantean temple complex is situated exactly 1° to the north, at the 43° North latitude line.
Sokoki Pyramid, near Arlington, Vermont (43.0812366°N, 73.2103013°W, below) is located 5,495 miles
from the Great Pyramid of Giza, Egypt, representing 22.07% of Earth’s mean circumference (11/50).
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Quantum predators of the Baal ET consortium have occupied the subterranean complex of the Sokoki
Pyramid for many thousands of years, having been known traditionally as a dangerous place to be avoided
according to Native Elders of the region. In recent years, mysterious disappearances involving hunters have
occurred within a dozen miles of this site that correspond to typical aerial UFO beam abductions of the Baal.

Thomas Messick, age 82, went missing on November 15, 2015 while hunting with family and friends off Lily
Pond Road, near Lake George, only ~60 miles from the city of Albany, New York. Just 9 days later and 40
miles away, another avid hunter named Fred Drumm, age 68, vanished on November 24, 2015 while
working outdoors alone for the afternoon at his family farm in Schuylerville, New York.36 The close proximity
of these 2 cases to the Sokoki Pyramid Complex implicates a direct link to a hidden underground UFO base.

The Feb 7, 2018 disappearance of skier Danny Filippidis from the slopes of Whiteface Mountain, New York
follows the same pattern of UFO beam abductions, resulting in total amnesia and 6 days of ‘missing time’:

Constantinos “Danny” Filippidis, 49, from Toronto, was at Whiteface Mountain, New York, when he was reported
missing last Wednesday by friends who could not find him. The married dad-of-two was with a group of fellow
firefighters when they lost him as the mountain was about to close. There was no trace of him, but his belongings
–including his identification documents– were discovered in his lodge, and his car was still in the parking lot.

It led to a huge search operation with hundreds of volunteers, rescue dogs and helicopters scouring the icy terrain,
as friends and family feared the worst… However, 6 days later he turned up dazed and confused around 2,824
miles away in California –unable to say how he got there and still wearing his ski clothes, with helmet and goggles.

He was otherwise in good health, and his location was discovered after he made a phone call to his wife, who
urged him to contact police... Firefighters later revealed Mr Filippidis was found alone and unable to answer
questions as to how he got to California. He did not have a history of mental illness or substance abuse.37

Saranac Pyramid Complex atop Whiteface Mountain, New York (44.3653155°N, 73.9029225°W, above) is
located 5,479 miles from the Great Pyramid, representing 22.01% of Earth’s mean circumference (11/50).
This resonant distance interval confers efficient reception of infrasound standing wave resonance focused
by the Orion Pyramid Complex, effectively synchronizing biorhythms at all sacred sites in alignment.

The growing number of UFO beam abduction cases reported in the Adirondak Mountains of Upstate New
York is counterbalanced by highly educative ET contacts that took place in the region several decades ago.
One of the earliest UFO contact cases documented in modern times is that of Albert Coe, which occurred
during a series of canoe trips from the 1920s through the 70s. Living in the town of Hastings-on-Hudson at
the time, the sporadic ET contacts of Albert Coe proceeded at a very slow pace, with many meetings
having been arranged during canoeing trips down the Hudson River from its origin at Henderson Lake.
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Coe documented his odd UFO contacts decades later in ‘The Shocking Truth’ (1961),38 although the primary
contact location at Henderson Lake was not given correctly in the hope of protecting a hidden underground
ET base by derailing any investigators of the case. The setting of Albert’s first chance meeting with a UFO
pilot was given as the Mattawa River, in Canada, when it must have occurred on the Upper Hudson River.

A careful study of the geographic context of the narrative provided by Coe implicates the actual primary
contact location was just a few miles below Henderson Lake, where the author encountered a strange
young man wearing a one-piece silver-colored bodysuit. The odd figure had fallen into a narrow crevasse
and was calling out for help. Coe freed the stranger from his predicament before the injured young man
thanked him, and turned in the direction of his ‘plane’ which he explained was sitting in a nearby clearing.

Albert recognized the reticent pilot was unable to walk without aid, yet the difficult circumstances forced his
acceptance of the offer to help him back to his ‘plane’. As the two slowly made their way towards the
clearing, Albert was soon able to discern the unusual form of a large circular flying machine, standing
parked on pole-like landing struts, that must have sent his mind racing at the possibilities of such a device:

A round silver disc, about 20 feet in diameter was standing on 3 legs in the form of a tripod, without propeller,
engine, wings or fuselage. As we approached, I noticed a number of small slots around the rim and it sloped up to
a rounded central dome. I had to duck to walk with him underneath, between the legs, although it was slightly
concave and only about 4-and-a-half feet from the ground. He said, “Surprised?”

That wasn’t actually the word for it, but I did not press him with questions realizing he was suffering a great deal of
pain. He reached into the end of one of three recesses in its bottom that fanned out from the base of each leg,
pressed a button and a door swung down with two ladder rungs molded on its inner surface. I clasped my hands
under his good foot and boosted him in. He peered down at me over the rim of the opening and said, “I will never
forget you for this day. Remember to keep your promise and stand clear when I take off.”

I retraced my steps to just within the trees at the side of the clearing and turned to watch. I was musing over its
lack of windows or portholes and wondered how he could see out, unless they were on the other side. Just then,
the perimeter edge began to revolve. At first it gave off a low whirling sound, picked up speed mounting to a high-
pitched whine, finally going above the audible capabilities of the ear.

At that time I experienced a throbbing sensation, which was felt rather than heard. It seemed to compress me
within myself. As it lifted a few feet above the ground, it paused with a slight fluttering, the legs folded into the
recesses as it swiftly rose with the effortless ease of thistledown caught in an updraft of air and was gone.39
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The strange disc had no visible windows at all, instead applying x-ray beams for inducing one-way optical
transparency in the cupola alloys. The acoustic output of the ship’s propulsion system matches the resonant
shifts of rotating ring elements of Plejaren spacecraft, recorded by Eduard Meier in Switzerland in 1988.40

While canoeing the Hudson River, Albert Coe made several subsequent sightings of the shiny circular
craft, leading to further contacts made by the young UFO pilot whose life he had saved. During one of their
later meetings, the pilot shared technical information related to safety measures in the flight suit that failed:

“I will have to describe a few of the higher electric principles of an electrodynamic cell, that we call the human
body and how, through a method of amplified frequency we have woven these stepped-up energy waves into the
control panels of our craft. You probably remember the little panel that was attached to the front of my flying suit.
Well, attached within the suit are a series of what I will simply term electrodes that come in contact with various
nerve centers of the body. At the back of my neck, under the base of my brain are two more, the left one receiving
brain impulses and the right one receiving all signals from the pituitary gland, the ‘master switch’ of the body.”

“All these comparatively weak waves feed into a section of that panel below my chest and any impulse of stress
or emergency thought should have been transposed and amplified through it, to automatically record in the craft’s
control and change the ‘all-clear’ signal to a rapid tonal wave of distress. Help would have arrived in 3 or 4 hours.
The manual controls of this panel also activate many of the functional duties of the craft, even to an unmanned
flight back to its base. This sketchy detail of the safety features incorporated in the design of all our ships and the
absolute synchronization of these electronic devices with the pilot, through the frequency coordinator of the flying
suits panel, should give you a fairly good idea of the impossible odds of an unrecorded accident.”

“Although the little manual adjusting knobs themselves may be subject to fracture under certain shock stress, the
internal mechanism is indestructible or I should add, was thought to be, until this accident. This was the first
operational failure we have ever experienced with this type of control. Research investigation later revealed a
freak of electronic vacuum had caused an energy rupture between power pack and coordinator rendering the
entire system [inoperable]…”

“Once inside [the waiting ship], the shock of truth was a forceful substantiation to my narrow margin of survival,
with only you as the bridge, for its control panel was still transmitting the intermittent wave of surety. This, I
immediately switched to emergency distress and it was not many minutes after setting the automatic ‘homing’
device that I collapsed, to later learn I was ‘picked up’ by one of our larger ships that had intercepted the distress
call and taken me aboard, craft and all.”41

The nearly fatal accident of the extraterrestrial visitor apparently formed a strong bond of mutual friendship
between he and Albert, who shared his mailing address with the injured pilot before they parted ways.
Albert received a series of letters from the pilot over subsequent years, offering insight on many intellectual,
technical and spiritual subjects. The letters were signed ‘Xretsim’ (‘MisterX’ reversed). Albert simply used
the nickname ‘Zret’ to address his kind extraterrestrial friend, who always emanated a youthful enthusiasm.

During their discussions, Zret gave his age at 304 years older than Albert, and shared highly detailed
explanations concerning the magnetic propulsion system utilized by gigantic Norca spaceships, which he
described as possessing an unimaginable capacity for thousands of human occupants during spaceflight:

“[I]imagine a massive highly polished "needle", 50ft in diameter and length exactly 7 times the thickness, that is
set in semi gyroscopic mounting, but unlike a gyroscopes free running pivotal axis, its frame is centrally fixed in
conjunction with a "track" that encircles the enclosure. This needle is spinning in synchronization with the ships
revolving perimeter edge, creating various magnetic fields, and major forces of its operational performance.”

“For instance, the rate of spin in its present vertical position, governs the ships velocity and slight wobble, that
may be noticed occasionally, is due to its stabilizing influence. If the needle was positioned on a transverse plane,
an inversion of polarity will hold the ship motionless, and an induction or regulated displacement of electrons,
while in this plane, would enable the ship to vertically rise or descend the velocity in either direction, again
controlled by the needles rate of spin.”

“I know this must sound like Greek to you now, but as we study the higher mathematics of the universe,
understanding will clarify its entire motivation by electronic energy, formation of electro magnetic fields of like and
opposite polarities and through a compression of these magnetic fields, an energy conversion of tremendous
proportion takes place. In applying this principle of energy conversion, to many of his everyday needs, man also
advances his lot in life.”
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“If –in the future– you may have the opportunity to observe one of our ships coming in for landing/takeoff –you
will notice a conspicuous little ‘flutter’ characteristics in all, whether large or small, for our present ships are still
patterned in the same principle as a Norca Ship.”

“Regardless of angle, we may approach a landing site, a momentary pause is required to touch down vertically
and of course the initial phase of ascent, a vertical lift. The positional shift of the needle, that I have described,
from vertical to a horizontal plane or visa versa, causes this characteristic little flutter motion of a ship during this
operation, and I believe this explanation will clear away a bit of your mystery of how my little ship flies."

I remembered the flutter as his ship momentary paused, and the legs folded into recesses of its bottom, after
rising about thirty feet above ground, on the first morning of our meeting.42

The many detailed descriptions offered by Coe is his accounts of disc-shaped flying vehicles could not
possibly have been invented by the author, being loaded with accurate physics concepts relating to
acoustic levitation and the generation of counter-rotating electromagnetic fields that effectively reduce the
mass of the spacecraft to zero. Zret offered further explanations concerning the Norca ships’ generation of
an artificial gravitational field and its effect on occupants of the ship during spaceflight:

“Our fields move as an integral segment of the navigational complex of the ship, and superimposed on the
unidirectional pull of a ‘gravitational field’, is a circling electromagnetic field and through unity of these two fields
an evenly distributed pressure is exerted on all parts of every entity, animate or inanimate, under its influence.”

“In essence, it reacts to identical practice as the adhesion of a solidified mass, but unlike the inflexibility of rigid
structure, permits complete maneuverability by motor-impulse. In other words, we move freely about, as part and
within an equalizing field of force, that prohibits the potential of counteracted balance, by foreign pressure,
regardless of directional or velocity changes of the ship, as you also normally walk on the surface of the Earth, part
of its field of unidirectional force, unaware of its rhythmic spinning in unison to methodical flight around the sun.”43

This advanced physics explanation of the artificial gravitation fields generated by Norca spacecraft relates
several specific factors required to replicate the natural gravity field generated by a planetary body.

Among the significant information provided by Zret through letters and a series of meetings that continued
sporadically for decades, Albert Coe was given the actual date of the catastrophic demise of the continent
of Atlantis, stated by Zret during one of their discussions as having occurred some 12,800 years ago:

Planet Earth has circled its sun some 12,800 times since this first humanly conceived [cataclysmic] device
triggered an uncontrollable phase of Nature’s own latent potential of self-destruction that shattered its face.44

At the time of the publication of Coe’s book ‘The Shocking Truth’ in 1961, the great significance of the date
provided in this statement of fact were entirely unknown to Earth’s paleo-climatologists, who would only
come to the same specific conclusion several decades later in 2013, after deep ice cores were analyzed:

A layer of platinum from an ice core taken in Greenland was dated back to the time of a known abrupt climate
transition, known as the 'Big Freeze' that led to their demise. According to researchers at Harvard University, this
provides evidence that a comet tipped the world into its colder phase, making dozens of species extinct.

Researcher Michail Petaev and Harvard colleagues, writing in the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, found a 100-fold increase in platinum concentration in ice that is around 12,890 years old.45

These facts corroborate the abundance of verifiable advanced quantum physics and paleo-climatological
data given to Albert by his ET pilot friend, confirming the authenticity of its ET source. For this reason, the
detailed information shared with Coe concerning the Tau Ceti system may prove to be more accurate than
exoplanetary data provided by NASA for that solar system. Through Coe, the descendants of the people of
the planet Norca may have given us much more reliable information on this subject nearly a century ago.

During extended conversation during a meeting with Zret out in Adirondak wilderness, Coe was invited to
board the large flying vehicle and listen to Zret’s explanations while observing large arrays of viewsceens
presenting highly complex astronomical data in a more comprehensible visual format. During this lengthy
conversation, Zret described the Tau Ceti solar system that includes his dying homeworld Norca, which
has been suffering desertification for the last 13,000 years due to its orbit moving too close to its sun:
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[T]he 7th or outer planet Ahreeca whose orbital aphelion is 829 million miles and the mean distance of the other 6
planets graduating down to 37 million miles for Ne-Neeca, the smaller and closest planet to the sun… Norca’s
mean orbit is 85 million miles from the sun and is about 7/8

ths the size of Earth or 7,000 miles in diameter…

[T]he 4 moons of Norca [include] the larger and outer one, a natural moon similar to your moon and the other
three are mechanical bodies, products of man’s brain, that were designed to curtail evaporation by retarding the
fast moving molecules that steal away as atmospheric gas; to stimulate moisture and temper the sharp differential
of night time cold and heat of the day that become part of the dying planet’s physics, under duress of thinning
atmosphere and escape of infrared light.46
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Zret explained glacial cycles result from rotation of the Milky Way: “The conformation of [a solar system’s]
myriad life complexes are dependent on the type of sun, its position in the galaxy and the galaxy’s perimeter
location, in relation to the [Galactic] ‘Nucleus’ as it spins in the 223-odd million year cycle of rotation.”

This rounded figure given by Zret closely corresponds to 36 Grand Wave Cycles (6,196,666.66… x 36 =
223, 079,999.99…) –in accord with previous calculations by this author related to the Binary Solar Cycle:

As the 11-year Solar Cycle elapses 3,333 times during each Binary Solar Cycle of 36,666.66... years, and 169
Binary Solar Cycles elapse during 20 Galactic Wave Cycles lasting 6,196,666.66... years, a total of 563,277 Solar
Cycles elapse during each block of 20 Galactic Wave Cycles lasting 6,196,666.66... years (3,333 x 169 = 563,277).47

Coincidence of Zret’s astronomical figures with the Grand Wave Cycle and Binary Solar Cycle calculations
first published by this author in 2019 represents a spectacular verification of astronomical determinations.

By relating the duration of the period of rotation of our Milky Way Galaxy, Zret was cleverly planting a seed
of information that would only be recognized much later, at a time when astronomical knowledge of our
binary solar cycle was discovered. That time has now arrived, with the close of the Grand Wave Cycle.

Descendants of the inhabitants of the planet Norca revealed to Albert that, for the last 13,000 years, they
have occupied large underground bases on various continents of Earth, as well as below the surfaces of
Mars and Venus. One of the Norca bases on Earth was converted from an abandoned Atlantean city
located in the Adirondack Mountains, composed of magnetic andesine anorthosite geopolymer.

The UFO contacts of Albert Coe took place during his journeys along the Hudson River, which flows from
headwaters at Henderson Lake, just 10 miles west of this ancient temple city, identified here as the Norca
Pyramid Complex. The name ‘Norca’ has been selected to honor the ET race that has occupied this
ancient subterranean base for thousands of years. This name also conveys a votive Paleo-Sanskrit phrase,
being composed of 4 hieroglyphs reading:  n o r ca , meaning “(the) presence, oh, turning thus.”

The summit areas and adjoining ridgeline walkways were cast in a finer blend of magnetic geopolymer
firestone now classified by geologists as biotite leuconorite. Satellite imagery of the Norca Pyramid
Complex reveals large bare patches of smooth stone slopes where no plants can take root due to the
geopolymer refaçading of the entire area. These exposed anorthrosite façades are clustered on the slopes
of the pyramids in both the eastern and western extensions, yet are not found elsewhere in the area.
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Anorthosite bedrock formation

Saddleback Mtn, New York
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Norca Pyramid Complex, New York (44.1249106°N, 73.8644814°W, opposite) is located 5,486 miles from
the Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt, representing 22.04% of Earth’s mean circumference (11/50).
The easternmost extension of the Norca Pyramid Complex is situated at Beckhorn, a promontory of Dix
Mountain (44.07937°N, 73.784223°W, above), where large underground hangars house Norca spacecraft.
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The high level of mathematical data related in the Albert Coe contact case was supported by advanced
physics details concerning the unusual antigravitic flight characteristics of Norca aerial discs. The wobbling
or fluttering motion of the Norca flying ships was specifically noted in more recent UFO reports made by
highway drivers watching the skies above the Norca Pyramid Complex. The first eyewitness UFO account
provided to NUFORC describes an event that occurred at approximately 8pm on October 15, 1982:

We had worked in Lake Placid all day and were heading back to the Northway (I-87) on Route 73 when the first
phenomenon occurred, a flashing light type thing as if there were lightning. The sky was crystal clear which made
it weird, starry and a 2/3 waxing moon was up. It was about 8pm. We got on the Northway heading south at Exit 30
and a minute or 2 down the road I was the first to notice a well lit object hanging about 500 feet off the ground and
just east of the road.

At first I thought it was a helicopter and mentioned this to my secretary, and we both said no. Then it suddenly
dawned on the both of us that it was a UFO. It was so close that we see could see its complete outline and details
of its structure. Its perimeter was outlined with red lights, one bright red at each 90 degrees with two smaller red
lights in between. There was a huge floodlight at its bottom center pointing to the ground. And the top turret
system had multiple lights aimed in many directions.

It was approximately 50-60 yards in diameter. It was dead silent. It slowly floated just barely off-center as it hung,
something like a gyroscope gently wobbles as it spins ever so slightly. The moon was at just the right angle to
illuminate its upper surface. The finish was flat or buff, metallic grey, and there were no markings on the hull or
fuselage. We had had trouble with our car earlier, so I didn’t stop, but we did pull over to the shoulder and slowed
down to a crawl while we observed it.

Then some trees came up between it and us in the center island and when we came out on the other side, it was
gone. Did it land or take off? We couldn’t tell. When we arrived home in Glens Falls, I called the local police and
Channel 13 in Albany, and they all blew me off [dismissively]…48

The sighting location described by the eyewitness off Route 73 is immediately above the Norca Pyramid
Complex, identified here for the first time. Another related UFO report from the very same area was made
detailing events that took place on February 10, 2006 near North Hudson, New York:

I was driving North on [Adirondack] Northway 87. It was about 7:30 PM or so when I was around exit 29-
31(cannot specifically remember). I came to a spot where there was clear view of the large mountains in the area
and something caught my attention. There was a group of dim lights in the formation of a line at about a 45-75
degree angle.

At first I thought it might have been lights from chair lift poles set up on a mountain ski resort. But after some more
glances (mind I was driving 65 on the highway) I saw that the lights were far too high to be on a mountain. It was
difficult to see the mountains as they were dimly outlined by the sky as the sun was well below the horizon and
the sky was turning darker shades of blue.

I am positive it was not on a mountain because the lights were far too high. After driving out of viewing range of the
mountains and the view disappeared behind roadside pines I was unable to see the lights any longer. I waited… to
see if the lights would still be there once I closed some distance on the highway but I didn’t see them again.

As I approached the Plattsburgh area I did notice what seemed to me to be an unusual amount of airplanes out
that night as dozens crisscrossed the sky at altitudes so high they only appeared as white dots with their blinking
wing lights. As far as describing the UFOs, they seemed to be nothing but dim white lights around in a fairly
straight line at 45-75 degrees or so approximately.

As far as how many lights there were I would have to say anywhere between as little as 25 to as many as 50. I
wasn’t able to count because I only saw them briefly and had to focus on the road. I thought I remember seeing
slightly orange lights mixed in with the white maybe at the end of the line, but I’m not certain.49

These UFO events from 1982 and 2006 occurred directly above the Norca Pyramid Complex, matching
Norca spacecraft flight characteristics described by Albert Coe as belonging to a compassionate ET race:

An unknown race of people, apparently on some secret mission, that comes under the heading of mercy, without
thought of glory or compassion, only because their philosophy teaches an encompassing love, not solely to the
being of man, but for the blade of grass, an insect, the water and trees.50
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The benevolent, fraternal nature of the Norca UFO contacts experienced by Albert Coe in the Adirondack
Mountains of eastern New York state represent the earliest communications of this kind documented in
modern times. Coe’s outstanding descriptions reflect the high level of unified mathematics and physics
information that was imparted to him, and to the world through his efforts to relate such amazing events.

Case reports involving UFO sightings and related encounters with extraterrestrial entities show extreme
polarity of emotional experience. Educational friendships and lifelong interactions of the kind experienced
by Albert Coe are highly unusual, whereas many UFO encounters take on a distinctively negative polarity.

On September 12, 1952, a group of schoolboys reported a UFO attack by the ‘Flatwoods monster’ –what
today would be called a remote-controlled, flaming drone. The hovering object attacked and poisoned the
residents of Flatwoods, West Virginia. Inhalation of toxic gas emitted by the robot has since caused many
of the eyewitnesses to contract throat and lung cancer, already having claimed the lives of a few.51

Fred May clarified shocking details of the attack in a
drawing made decades after the bizarre event, still
etched in his memory (at left). A brief account of the
Flatwoods attack reveals technological aspects:

From the town of Flatwoods, of Braxton County, West
Virginia, comes the mysterious tale of a burning craft
which fell from the sky, and a mysterious being. The
account began in the afternoon of September 12, 1952
when Sheriff Robert Carr and his Deputy Burnell Long
received a call from witnesses who had seen the fiery
object as it crashed into the earth. The unknown object
had crashed on the Elk River, south of Gassaway. The
natural assumption was that an airplane had faltered,
and fallen from the skies. Not long afterward, a second
unusual sighting was made by some school buddies at
the Flatwoods School. Shortly before nightfall, four
boys playing football saw something fall on a hill not
far from the school playground.

The boys, at first frightened, succumbed to their
youthful curiosity, and headed for the sight, which was
on the property of one Bailey Fisher. They proceeded
up the hill, stopping at the house of Kathleen May,
excitedly telling her of what they had seen. Kathleen
and her two sons joined the search party. Reaching
the top of the hill, Mrs. May remarked that, …the night
was foggy and there was a mist in the evening air.” “…
the air had a metallic smell which burned our eyes and
noses.” A dog was reported to have ran ahead of the
group only to return with his tail between his legs,
frightened by something.

Topping the hill, they could see a ‘glowing, hissing’ object about 10’ in diameter, about 100 yards away. Now
completely dark, the night was shattered by two lights, about a foot apart. One of the boys had a flashlight, and
when he turned it on the two distant lights, a creature ten foot tall appeared..”… a bright red face, bright green
clothing, a head which resembled the ace of spades, and clothing which, from the waist down, hung in great folds”.
Suddenly, the creature began to ‘float’ toward them, sending the group running back down the hill to the May
house, where they quickly called the Sheriff.

The boys also called some of their schoolmates, and when the Sheriff arrived, the scene of the event was full of
locals, who had to see the creature for themselves. Reporter A. Lee Stewart of the Braxton Democrat began
interviewing witnesses of the unusual event. He would later state that all of the observers were extremely frightened
by what they had encountered. Stewart, accompanied by one of Kathleen May’s sons, made their way back to
where the creature had been spotted. Approaching the sight, Stewart was overwhelmed by an odd smell, but saw
nothing unusual. Returning to the exact spot the next morning, Stewart could observe ‘skid marks’...
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Sheriff Carr believed that the group had actually seen a meteor, … [–which] did not explain all of the eyewitness
reports. The night of the monster, and the next night brought new revelations of unusual things. A resident of Birch
River testified that he had seen a “bright, orange” object circling overhead the Flatwoods area. A woman and her
mother stated that they also had seen the tall creature, about 11 miles from the spot of the first sighting.

Paranormal investigator John Keel would make observations from the Flatwood incident also. Keel found one more
couple who had observed the monster, and had also seen unusual objects over the area. The case was also
investigated by naturalist Ivan Sanderson, who took soil samples, and eyewitness reports…

Serial predatory attacks by aerial entities is directly related to an underground city located north of the town
of Flatwoods. Xualae Pyramid Complex, West Virginia (38.7473665°N, 80.6533115°W, above) is located
5,985 miles from the Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt, representing 24.00% of Earth’s mean
circumference (6/25). This resonant distance interval provides efficient reception of focused infrasonic waves.

Area topography reveals elevated walkway platforms encompassing several pyramidal temple façades.
Flatwoods is situated just 31 miles from the discovery site of the Paleo-Sanskrit Garuda Bell in Buckhannon,
West Virginia. The 1952 Flatwoods attack by a levitating robot was followed the next day by a similar aerial
attack of a levitating giant reptilian humanoid figure on September 13, 1952, near Frametown, West Virginia:

George and Edith Snitowsky, of Queens, New York…  [were driving] along what is now State Route 4. Between
Gassaway and Frametown, their car died without warning… and the air around them filled with a sickening
smell that seemed like a combination of ether and burnt sulfur… Suddenly a blinding violet light shot out of the
woods… Despite the smell, he got out to investigate, retching violently…

About 200-300 yards away was a luminescent spheroid that… floated in the air and moved back and forth… He
lurched back to the car, where he saw a huge figure illuminated in the light from the spheroid. It was about 8-9’
tall and shaped like a man but with a reptilian head. It had shoulders, [and] a weirdly bloated body…

The creature moved closer [and]… reached out its spindly arm that ended in a soft, bisected fork of ‘fingers’
and ran it across the windshield and hood… Then it turned and glided off into the woods, disappearing from
sight. Within a few minutes a globe of light rose slowly above the trees and moved into the sky, suddenly
shooting away in a trail of brilliant light… The next morning George found a forked discoloration on the hood of
his car where the entity had touched it.52
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An interesting set of parallel circumstances has been reported in Riverton, West Virginia, where sightings of
large UFOs have accompanied abduction reports involving infrasound humming at an underground base:

Riverton, West Virginia – Patsy Wingate, a victim of UFO encounters, missing time, MIB limo’s, harassment, black
helicopters, police-like cars in a temporal mist, death threats, the works... spoke of a mountain near Riverton
where a certain UFO was seen on numerous occasions. While on the mountain she would hear humming sounds
coming from underground, then at home later that night she experienced frightening vivid “dreams” of “children
underground on the mountain [who] were begging for help. They were in glass cages. Some of the children
looked human, but some looked like aliens.”53

The bizarre experiences of Patsy Wingate conform to UFO abduction activities of the Baal ET consortium
that have also been reported by other local eyewitnesses. A retreat group member reported an impressive
UFO sighting that took place on July 24, 2014 at the nearby town of Circleville, West Virginia:

During an evening outdoor event at a retreat center in the mountains, 1 of 14 witnesses drew our attention to a
couple of bright lights off to the south west… slowly moving toward us. Suddenly, we saw a searchlight emit from
the overhead light source and it appeared to be sweeping down on the treetops. As the two lights got closer we
could see they were actually 4 bright lights and a central less dim light blinking on and off. At this point we could
make out a dark, shadowy shape connecting the outer four lights, two on either end.

This craft was making no audible noise (a windless night) and approaching almost in our path heading southeast. I
estimate the craft to be at about 1,500 feet above us. As it was almost directly overhead, we could make out a faint
constant engine noise. It was a cloudless night and the dark craft appeared to have no standard aircraft body, but
appeared to be sort-of winged shaped. I estimate the length from one end to the other to have been about 200-300
feet. Its speed was similar to the speed and approach of an airline jet approaching an airport, however there are no
close airports. There were no red or green navigation lights visible. The craft continued on its straight path until
leaving our view over a nearby mountain.54

The 2014 Circleville UFO sighting corroborates the many accounts of Patsy Wingate, further confirming the
hidden presence of subterranean temple chambers and tunnel networks below River Knobs, the mountain
ridge running from Riverton to Judy Gap composed of vertical ridges of the Tuscarora Sandstone formation.

Saponi Pyramid Complex at Judy Gap, West Virginia (38.7079295°N, 79.4528232°W, above) is located
5,934 miles from the Great Pyramid of Giza, Egypt. Representing 23.84% of Earth’s mean circumference
(119/500), this resonant distance alignment confers efficient reception of focused infrasound standing waves.

Saponi Pyramid Complex

Judy Gap, West Virginia
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Yet another covert underground base of operations maintained by the Baal ET consortium was accidentally
revealed by unusual events surrounding a UFO crash in Aurora, Texas that occurred on April 17, 1897:

Aurora, Wise County, Texas, April 17 – About 6 o’clock this morning the early risers of Aurora were astonished at
the sudden appearance of the airship which has been sailing throughout the country.

It was sailing due north, and much nearer to the ground than ever before. Evidently some of the machinery was out
of order, for it was making a speed of only ten or twelve miles an hour and gradually settling towards the Earth. It
sailed directly over the public square, and when it reached the north part of town, collided with the tower of Judge
Proctor’s windmill and went to pieces with a terrific explosion, scattering debris over several acres of ground,
wrecking the windmill and water tank and destroying the judge’s flower garden.

The pilot of the ship is supposed to have been the only one aboard, and while his remains are badly disfigured,
enough of the original has been picked up to show that he was not an inhabitant of this world. Mr. T. J. Weems,
the United States signal service officer at this place and an authority on astronomy, gives it as his opinion that he
was a native of the planet Mars. Papers found on his person –evidently the record of his travels are written in
some unknown hieroglyphics and cannot be deciphered.

The ship was too badly wrecked to form any conclusion as to its construction or motive power. It was built of an
unknown metal, resembling somewhat a mixture of aluminum and silver, and it must have weighed several tons.
The town is full of people today who are viewing the wreck and gathering specimens of the strange metal from the
debris. The pilot’s funeral will take place at noon tomorrow.55

A summary of events surrounding the Aurora, Texas UFO crash provides greater context and specific
references that other sources largely omitted in their coverage of the 1897 Aurora, Texas UFO crash:

In 1896 and 1897, reports of mysterious airships using powerful searchlights were being reported all over the
United States, from California to Illinois. Hundreds of people reported seeing one of these airships in several
counties in Texas and these sightings were reported in the local newspapers. On Monday morning, a little after
6am, on April 17, 1897, an airship crashed in Aurora on Judge James Spencer Proctor’s place, destroying the
windmill over his well along with the judge’s flower garden. There was a big explosion, and debris was scattered
over several acres. The airship pilot was nursed in a local barn but died that day.

According to the Fort Worth paper the alien occupant of the aircraft was given a Christian burial in the Aurora
cemetery. He was put to rest at noon the day after the crash. The Dallas Morning News on April 19, 1897 had an
article about the crash and several other stories about sightings of the airship all over northern Texas.

Between April 15 and April 19 of 1897, the Dallas Morning News contained accounts of sightings from 21 different
towns. The occupant of the airship was reported as being humanoid and small in size, and the Dallas Morning
News said he “was not an inhabitant of this world.” There is mention in some accounts of strange hieroglyphs
among the wreckage… Bonnie Etoy Oates and Brawley Hoyle Oates bought Judge Proctor’s property. Mrs. Oates
said that nothing grew for years in the spot where the airship crashed. The Oates family, notably Brawley Oates,
also suffered from health problems such as cysts and goiters supposedly caused by [aluminum toxicity of] the
drinking water from their well.
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In the 1920’s people wanted to dig up the body but were stopped by locals with shotguns. A strange little
headstone was the only marker for the little airship pilot but it disappeared in 1973. Bill Case used a metal detector
at the gravesite. He detected three metal areas that might have been wreckage pieces or personal possessions.
The weekend after the gravestone disappeared in 1973, someone removed the metal pieces in the grave… [As a
direct result,] cemetery officials hired a lawyer to fight UFO researchers who wanted the alien body exhumed…

Some debunkers claimed there was never a windmill at the Proctor place; but in 2008, the television show UFO
Hunters found the windmill struts in the ground when they did their investigation. They also discovered that metal
was still embedded in an old tree, which was damaged by the crash. Researcher [Jim] Marrs, who lived only nine
miles away from Aurora, talked to three old timers who were still alive in the 1970’s who remembered the crash.
One eyewitness he interviewed actually saw the airship in the air flying over the town and another one witnessed
people removing the wreckage the next day.56

Unknown metal alloys strewn across the Aurora, Texas UFO crash debris field were identical to reflective
resonant metal alloys recovered at the Roswell, New Mexico UFO crash site that occurred half-a-century
later. The Aurora crash debris included papers with hieroglyphic text matching embossed Paleo-Sanskrit
hieroglyphs seen on the Roswell debris. Furthermore, descriptions of the dead UFO pilot buried at Aurora in
1897 closely correspond to the Roswell autopsy corpse seen in leaked US military film footage from 1947.

The area immediately northeast of the town of Aurora has been extensively drilled in modern times for well-
water production in the desert. The presence of clean underground drinking water is yet another indication
of an ancient subterranean complex embedded in the native bedrock. Low hillocks situated near the town
cemetery are composed of geopolymer sandstone, which were used to mark the UFO pilot’s grave.

The sandstone‘s artificial origin is revealed by the presence of orange meta-kaolin cement coatings loaded
with particulate metals, which explains why grave markers were stolen multiple times by federal agents –to
hide the relationship between the Aurora UFO crash and an Atlantean geopolymer sandstone temple
complex located there below ground, used as a covert base of operations of the Baal ET consortium.

Aurora, Texas (33.06153°N, 97.4788°W) is located 6,950 miles from the Great Pyramid, comprising 27.92%
of Earth’s mean circumference. This resonant distance interval reflects the value of Fibonacci #355 (6,936…
x 10-70) when measured in miles, and Fibonacci #133 (27.917… 10-26) when measured as a percentage.
Exact placement at 33° North latitude confers excellent reception of focused infrasound resonance.

Highly unusual circumstances surrounding the Aurora, Texas UFO crash of 1897 were closely paralleled
by the 1947 crash at Roswell, New Mexico –and by the Kingman, Arizona UFO crash of May 21, 1953:

“Arizona has at least a half-dozen UFO crash-retrieval type events, and the Kingman crash is by far the most
famous and best-verified,” says researcher Preston Dennett… Dennett says the UFO crashed May 21, 1953,
about eight miles northeast of the Kingman Airport and that government officials sent a team of about 40 scientists
to the crash site to investigate.

“The object was described as metallic, 30 feet wide and three and a half feet high, oval-shaped with portholes,” he
says. “Inside were two to four, four-foot tall humanoids, deceased according to most sources, with large eyes and
wearing metallic suits.” The object was quickly scooped up and taken to either Area 51 air base in Nevada or
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio, Dennett says.

Among the scientists assisting in the recovery was engineer Arthur Stancil, Dennett writes… After making
measurements and studying the crash site, Stancil concluded that the craft struck the ground at 1,200 miles per
hour, but was strangely undamaged and definitely not human-made. “The object was not built by anything,
obviously, that we know about on Earth,” Stancil says. “It was more like a tear-drop-shaped cigar ... like a
streamlined cigar.”

Metallurgist Leonard Stringfield also was on-scene, and after spending two days analyzing the craft and materials
concluded that “the object was not constructed on Earth.” Next to the spacecraft was a tent being guarded by
military police, Stancil says. “I managed to glance inside at one point and saw the dead body of a 4-foot human-
like creature in a silver metallic suit,” he says. “The skin on its face was dark brown.” As you might imagine, the
public knew nothing about the Kingman event at the time, which remained covered up for years… [although] “other
researchers soon found additional witnesses.” Dennett cites other personnel on-site who tell tales of aliens packed
in dry ice, ancient Sanskrit-like [hieroglyphic] type, [and] alien interest in copper…57
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The many details reported by eyewitnesses to the Aurora UFO crash scene closely match those more
famous events that took place many decades later at Roswell, New Mexico –including a large debris field
composed of shiny metallic fragments, some of which displaying embossed lines of hieroglyphic script.
Despite the US military’s best efforts to obfuscate the reality of such momentous events, details emerged
regarding yet another related UFO crash event that occurred at Cape Girardeau, Illinois, in April 1941:

According to what Smith found out, the crash happened late April 1941. He said the UFO went down in a field
somewhere west of the Cape Girardeau Airport between Cape Girardeau and Chaffee. His main source for the
details about the crash was the granddaughter of a pastor named William G. Huffman. The granddaughter said
Huffman was called to go to a scene of a plane crash to pray for the victims.

“When he got there, he got the shock of his life. There was no cylindrical airplane with wings or propellers. There
was a round silver disc that was broken open, and there was debris metallic shards in the field that had set fire to
the field,” said Smith. According to Smith and Huffman’s granddaughter, there were three creatures at the scene.
They said two had already died by the time Huffman arrived.

“One of them was apparently still alive, still breathing as Reverend Huffman knelt over this creature. And they
were about three and a half to four feet tall. Your typical grays as we would call them today, with big black eyes
and long, thin arms and legs, and the creature expired in front of him,” said Smith.

Smith said the the U.S. military eventually arrived at the crash site, forced everyone to secrecy, and took all the
evidence. “Ever since, it’s a big mystery. Where did they take the physical evidence, the bodies, the debris, and
the crashed vehicle that was cracked open, which Reverend Huffman said had little gauges on a kind of
instrument panel and tiny little seats? And some hieroglyphic writing on a silver band inside the cockpit. He
couldn’t make it out. He thought it was very mysterious,” said Smith.58

The area immediately northeast of the 1941 UFO crash site near the Cape Girardeau airport reveals a
maze of low mountains that display all the characteristics of an Atlantean gnome temple city complex.

Shawni Pyramid Complex east of Cape Girardeau, Missouri  (37.3062751°N, 89.3988386°W, above) is
located 6,421 miles from the Great Pyramid of Giza, Egypt. This resonant distance interval represents
25.80% of Earth’s mean circumference (129/500), facilitating excellent reception of infrasound standing wave
resonance focused by the Orion Pyramid Complex on the opposite side of the planet.

Shawni Pyramid Complex

Cape Girardeau, Illinois
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Dozens of UFO sightings have been reported over the past several decades by residents of Kingman,
Arizona, often witnessed in the northeastern skies toward the small community of Valle Vista, on Route
66. One of the most impressive UFO sightings occurred at approximately 9:30pm on July 27, 2013:

While sitting out on a clear night to see the stars, we spotted a bright light where we often see an unexplained light.
But this was very different. It had a lit tail behind it, and instead of hovering still, It was traveling fast from West to
East, at a downward slant. We thought it was a plane in distress, however it was silent. We jumped up to get a
better view, and became aware that the light was only the front end of something much much larger. There was a
front white light which cast a lit tail behind it, a center lit up by fog or smoke and with red glowing material like red
hot coals or hot metal, and finally a backside greenish light.

The object moved extremely fast from one end of the valley to the other within 60 seconds, and based on
trajectory, would have touched down somewhere between Kingman and Valle Vista. We heard no noises. Wild
guess at the size –huge– at least 1 football field in length. Shape could have been cigar or saucer...long and linear.
We continued to watch as a bunch of airplanes started to circulate along the trajectory and probable crash site.59

The dramatic 2013 UFO sighting witnessed from the vantage point of Kingman, Arizona terminated with
the huge object passing into the ground without a trace –in the exact same area of the 1953 UFO crash
between the small communities of Walapai and Valle Vista. The abundance of eyewitness accounts of
UFOs in this immediate area suggests the presence of an immense spacecraft hangar located below the
desolate mountain range just a few miles east of the 1953 UFO crash site.

Walapai Pyramid near Kingman Arizona (35.3431876°N, 113.7885158°W, above) is located 7,394 miles
from the Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt, representing 29.70% of Earth’s mean circumference
(~37/125). Placement near this resonant distance interval confers efficient reception of infrasound resonance.

Despite the fact that all entrances to these ancient complexes have been shut off, concealed or blocked by
giant boulders that no human can move –regular transit of aerial vehicles occurs through the rock itself.

Concealed below ground in pyramid complexes at nodal points in the Unity Field, extraterrestrial visitors
from a great many worlds seek out interactions with Earthly human beings; reflecting an extreme polarity of
experiences according to cosmic spiritual orientation; from educational contacts with knowledge-loving,
benevolent humanoids to fear-inducing attacks perpetrated by self-serving predatory humanoid races.
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